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Hello and welcome...

Summer has been and gone with all the predictable and sudden weather changes
from sun to rain, from cold biting winds to the occasional mild evenings. The versatility of our four way hardtops ensures we can meet all these climatic challenges,
good and bad, and still enjoy our Cappos as we travel around for the sheer fun of
driving or because we have to get to work or back!
We had a real action-packed birthday weekend at Birmingham in October, combining the seriousness of our AGM where lots of issues were raised and discussed
with the absolute enjoyment of our “Saturday night out” - not forgetting our now
traditional mass convoy run and a visit to the Black Country Museum on the
Sunday.
However please take the time to read the AGM minutes which are enclosed as a
separate attachment to this magazine. A lot of important aspects were raised by
members who attended, questions answered and key decisions made. If you were
unable to attend and have anything more to add to the issues in the AGM minutes, please do so via the message board on the website or alternatively write to
me via the contact details below.

With Christmas celebrations getting closer by the day, take a look at our merchandise for any of those last minute things you want as a treat for yourself (like the
pewter model), your partner (Chino the Dog) or indeed your Cappo (a new carpet
mat set). See page 56 for a special promotional offer on other merchandise.
Festive and frothy best wishes to you and your family!
Alex Clouter
SCORE Secretary
Email: editor@score.org.uk

Fax: 08700 515808
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Who’s who at SCORE

The driving force behind SCORE is a number of Cappuccino enthusiasts working on
different aspects of the club on a voluntary basis. They are not paid for time spent
carrying out their functions, as indicated below their name. They are recompensed
only on expenses incurred for postage, stationery and other materials to help do
their job.
Membership subscriptions are used mainly for the production of "The Latest
SCORE" magazine, postage, ad-hoc mailings, web site maintenance, and the purchase of merchandise for re-sell to members.

As these people have other things going on in their lives, with family and work
commitments, it would be appreciated if you could contact them between 18.30 21.30: thank you.
Alex Clouter
SCORE Secretary & Treasurer
6 Blenheim Fields, Forest Row RH18 5EW
Tel: 01342 823 951
Email: editor@score.org.uk
Katy Dobson
SCORE Events
18 Pine Walk, Uckfield TN22 1TU
Tel: 01825 762 048
Email: events@score.org.uk

Brendan Molony
SCORE Merchandise
8 Maes Trawscoed, Broadlands, Bridgend CF31 5AT
Tel: 01656 650 798
Email: merchandise@score.org.uk
Barry Moore
SCORE Webmaster
1 Wasdale Avenue, Blackburn BB1 1XD
Tel: 01254 689 660
Email: barry@beemex.com
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Your local SCORE Representatives

Region 1
JAMES HOLLAND - 01202 577 210
Covering: Bristol, Channel Isles, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Hampshire, Isle of
Wight, Somerset and Wiltshire
Region 2
KATY DOBSON - 01825 762 048
Covering: Kent, East and West Sussex

Region 3
DANY GAGNON - 020 8351 4965
Covering: Berkshire, Greater London, Middlesex and Surrey

Region 4
MARK FITZ-GIBBON - 01763 241 439
Covering: Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire
Region 5
GRAHAM FARLEY - 01245 443 707
Covering: Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk

Region 6
PAUL JOYNES - 01527 878 561
Covering: Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and West
Midlands
Region 7
STEVE LEWIS - 01792 523 142
Covering: Gloucestershire, Hereford & Worcestershire, Shropshire, Wales
Region 8
VACANT POSITION
Covering: Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Rutland

Region 9
KEVIN HYDE - 01946 67420
Covering: Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Isle of Man, Lancashire
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Region 10
MARTIN JONES - 0113 282 1693
Covering: Derbyshire, Durham, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear, Yorkshire
Region 11
VACANT POSITION
Covering: Scotland

Region 12
CHARLOTTE HOWARD - + 35 31 660 6280
Covering: Ireland, Northern Ireland
Region 14
POL WATINE-GUIU - +33 40 52 11 12
Covering: France

Region 15
MARCEL SPOELSTRA - +31 204 82 26 01
Covering: Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg
Region 16
RONALD SCHNEIDER - +49 221 934 8509
Covering: Germany
Region 17
SONJA LUTHI - + 61 298 79 7069
Covering: Australia

Region 18
GRAEME HANSEN - +64 95 34 2791
Covering: New Zealand

A special welcome to Steve Lewis and Sonja Luthi who recently volunteered to
look after Wales and Australia respectively - two completely different size countries where we have SCORE members in need for someone to help run the occasional event or two! Martin Jones has also come on board to assist with things in
NE England. With the departure of Helene Missin and her husband Sammy emigrating to New Zealand next year (with their Cappuccino of course!), we have created a new Benelux region which Marcel will be managing.
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What does the local SCORE Representative do?

In their own way each Rep is responsible for organising a few local meetings/
events during the course of the year.

The SCORE Secretary will provide regular label lists of SCORE members to each
Rep, enabling him/ her to send out more details of local meetings/ events. SCORE
will pay for any postage and stationery costs involved with such mailings.

In this way, there should be something for every SCORE member subject of course
to the initiatives of the local SCORE Rep.
Please make the effort of keeping in regular contact with the local SCORE Rep
Team, either in your region or indeed in another part of the country or overseas if
you are planning to go away in your Cappuccino.

SCORE EVENT 2003 DIARY

Some dates to put in your diary for next year:
22 - 23 April
17 - 18 May
24 - 31 May
25 May
21 - 22 June
28 - 29 June
12 July
26 - 27 July
18 - 19 October
8 - 9 November

Dutch Puzzle Tour, Netherlands
A Welsh “Daffodils and Leeks” Expedition
Jersey Holiday
Harewood Hill Climb, Leeds
Japanese Auto Performance Show
National Rally, “somewhere” in mid England
Skid Pan Day, Chelmsford
Japanese Auto Extravaganza
AGM/ 7th Birthday, Birmingham
SCORE stand at The NEC Classic Car Show

More information about these and other activities being planned by the SCORE
Regional Team will feature in a special news sheet coming out early next year.

If you are online, make full use of the events forum on our website: by clicking on
the “watch this forum” icon you can even receive email notification as soon as
new event messages are posted.
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SCORE Membership Update
Just a few figures...

As at 30 September SCORE had 293 members, showing a rise of +4% on last year
although down on the 313 reported in Issue 11.
Over 130 people asked about joining SCORE this year-to-date (January September) and out of these 99 (or 75%) actually joined which is a remarkable
conversion and certainly the best ever in the Register’s history. In fact the number
of people who joined was up by +34% on last year.

SCORE renewals were also on the up over the same period (+8%) but we did
have, for the first time, a greater number of declines compared to last year (95) people discontinuing their SCORE membership as they had sold their car on for
family or financial reasons, the inevitable rust problems or generally losing interest.
On the positive side, though: 166 renewals, 95 declines equals +71 net gain!

Our global membership profile:

England
Germany
Australia
Wales
Scotland
Belgium
New Zealand
Ireland
Holland
Isle of Man
Japan
Barbados
France
India
Jersey
Northern Ireland
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217
17
12
11
9
6
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

A warm welcome...

... to the following new members who joined SCORE from May to October 2002:
Graham Waller
Andrew Sopp
Ian Radcliffe (Isle of Man)
Elizabeth Hall
Christine Maguire
Alan Paris (Scotland)
Lambert de Kock (New Zealand)
Mathew Martin-Iverson (Australia)
Suzanne Mundy
Caron Bunn
Taisuke Nakata (Japan)
Gail Dineen (Ireland)
Lynne Da Silva
Ian Norris
Steve Lewis (Wales)
Sarah Wykes
June Elliott (Scotland)
Robert Austin
Josephine Passfield (Wales)
Miles Berry
Wendy Munday
Evelyn Marz (Germany)
Horst Falken (Germany)
Roland Bulkyn-Rackowe
Mel Richards
Margaret Kenny
Dan Morgan
Greg Stewart (Scotland)
Nigel Craker
Michael Jackson
Richard Appleby
Lesley Bowman (Isle of Man)
Pauline McNichol
Linda Gifford
Lance Wicks

Martin Jones
William Humphries
Martin Stacey
Nils Bergman (Germany)
Catherine Lock
David Done
Tanya Crichton
Nick Seymour
James Rowley
Luc Blaise (Belgium)
Linda Lincoln
Glynis Murray
Trevor Moyle
Allan Williams (New Zealand)
Ryan Clarke (Australia)
Declan Taggart (Northern Ireland)
Roger Rosa
Sven Van Wilder (Belgium)
Marco Venzelaar
Peter Jones
Joanna Ambler
John Cooper
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SCORE Member Gallery
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Caron Bunn’s Cappo

Evelyn Marz

Graham Philps

Greg Stewart

Horst Falken

Graeme Hansen

Jo Passfield’s Cappy

Ivo Kroone

Steve Wyles & Rik Appleby

Linda & Martin Jones

Robert Austin

Sonja Luthi’s Cappuccino

Shaun Chinnock’s Cappo

Marco Venzelaar’s Cappo

Steve Lewis

Sven Van Wilder
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SCORE Membership Rates and Payment Procedures

A new annual membership subscription rate comes into effect from 1 January
2003, as agreed at the AGM.
UK membership = £25
Overseas membership = £23 or local currency equivalent
Associate membership = £20 or local currency equivalent

Annual subscription is renewable on a 12 months’ rolling basis. from the start
month of membership. The income from SCORE subscriptions is used mainly for
the production of "The Latest SCORE" magazine, postage, ad-hoc mailings and web
site maintenance.
New applications and renewals can be paid either by sterling cheque or by bank
transfer. We regret that SCORE does not have the facilities to accept credit card
payment at the moment.
Option1. By post

On receipt of your renewal reminder, complete where necessary and return the
form with a sterling cheque made payable to "SCORE".
SCORE Membership, 6 Blenheim Fields, Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 5EW
Option 2. By bank transfer

Belgian and Dutch Members
Rabobank, Amsterdam en Omstreken, Zuideinde 1, Landsmeer
Postbus 3, 1120 AA Landsmeer
Account Number : 3246.42.261
Account Name: M.Spoelstra

German Members:
Dresdner Bank, Goltsteinstrasse 91, 50968 Köln

Bank Number: 370 800 40
Account Number: 439 18 09 02
Account Name: SCORE Germany Suzuki Cappuccino
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Australia and New Zealand Members:
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
29-31 The Corso, Manly Branch 2095, Sydney, NSW
Bank State Branch (BSB) Number: 062 197
Account Number: 1022 4865
Account Name: SCORE

UK, Japanese and other Overseas Members:
HSBC, 155 Mile Cross Road, Norwich NR6 6RL
Account Number: 41372467
Account Name: SCORE
Sort Code: 40-35-50

For all bank transfer payments, members still need to complete and return the
advice form directly to SCORE Membership indicating the date when the transfer
was completed: either by post (to the address above), fax (+ 44 [0] 8700 515
808) or by email (membership@score.org.uk).

Paying for SCORE Merchandise

The payment of merchandise can also be made via bank transfer if preferable.

Members need to advise Brendan Molony, SCORE Merchandise Controller, of their
order and indicate how they wish to pay.
SCORE Merchandise
8 Maes Trawscoed, Broadlands, Bridgend, Wales CF31 5AT
Telephone: +44 (0) 1656 650 798
Email: merchandise@score.org.uk

The next few pages outlines the SCORE Merchandise range and how to order.
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SCORE Merchandise Order Form

Please photocopy this page as your order form rather than spoil your magazine...
DISCLAIMER

All prices quoted are for SCORE Members only; non-SCORE Members should call or email (contact details below) for merchandise choice and prices.

The advertised price includes packing and posting for UK Members. The cost of postage will vary for
Overseas Members: please call or email for information.
Name:

SCORE Membership Number:

Address:

Town/ City:
Postcode:
Country:
Telephone:
Email:

PLEASE LIST YOUR ORDER BELOW

ITEM(S) TO BE ORDERED

PRICE

QUANTITY
REQUIRED

VALUE OF
ORDER

TOTAL ORDER VALUE:

Sterling cheques to be made payable to “SCORE”

SCORE Merchandise, 19 Hillside Drive, Cowbridge, Wales CF71 7EA
Telephone: +44 (0) 1446 771 208 Email: merchandise@score.org.uk
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Tyred of Skidmarks?
By Ivo Kroone

Car lovers can talk for hours about their prize possessions: The sports suspension
that allows them to take corners at high speed and how electronics assist in
extreme conditions. Regrettably most of the time, tyres are completely overlooked
in the prize category. Nonetheless, the tyre is the only real contact between the
car and the road, and significantly responsible for road holding, comfort and safety.
So, how significant is the influence of car tyres and what type of tyre fits your car
best?

Especially in winter, the same question is asked over and over again: which tyres
should I buy? When my Cappuccino became especially tail happy, it was time to
find a definitive answer to this question. The "quest" led me to the "MyTyres.net"
website. This company is a subsidiary of a large German firm and hosts a wealth of
information about car tyres. A phone interview with the head German tyre specialist Rainer Binder proved even more insightful: "The influence of car tyres depends
very much on the circumstances", Binder explained. "On a dry road at 90 km/h, the
influence is marginal, but when circumstances get more demanding so gets the
tyre". So, that is why it is of the utmost importance to select the perfect tyre for
each situation. The properties of a tyre can be roughly defined by the following
three factors:
1. The profile is responsible for grip, rolling resistance and discharging of water.

2. The material is responsible for coping with heat at high speed and determines
the life expectancy of a tyre. Natural rubber has good properties at low temperatures, while synthetic rubber lasts longer. Therefore in practice a mixture of both is
used to enhance the properties of a tyre.
3. The construction determines how strong a tyre is. This influences comfort, roadholding, maximum load, and risk of punctures.
These factors mutually influence each other. For example, one can create a tyre
with exceptionally good grip, but this means a very short life expectancy. Only
in car racing are such extremes useful, while for normal road cars, a certain
mixture is chosen. An average car will be confronted with all sorts of weather
and so an all rounder is more useful in this context compared to getting a tyre
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type that only excels in one field. When buying tyres, one should emphasize those
of the previous mentioned factors that matter, and choose, for example, a product
that offers minimal noise, good load capacity or perhaps lower fuel consumption.

To make a concrete choice based on numbers, the German website at MyTyres
provides owners’ reviews for each tyre type. If one prefers to take less of a risk, it
is safest to stay as closely as possible to the specifications of the original factoryfit tyre. In case of the Cappuccino, that is the Bridgestone Potenza. While developing a car, manufacturers of car and tyre work closely together thereby choosing a
tyre before even producing the car. Especially in case of special cars, it is wise not
to deviate from the tyre choice of the manufacturer or at least to consult a specialist before changing tyre type.
SUMMER AND WINTER TYRES

Those reading between the lines will conclude that every situation demands a
special tyre. Weather conditions play an important role in affecting tyre performance and therefore special summer and winter tyre types exist for specific season
demands.

Summer tyres have excellent grip, can handle high heat and last long. However,
this tyre will perform poorly at temperatures below 7 degrees Celsius. For cold
weather driving conditions, it is not only wise to get special winter tyres, but may
also be mandatory in that insurance companies in some countries oblige the driver
to do so.

The profile of a winter tyre is adapted to handle large amounts of snow and water
and has better road holding at low temperatures. Formerly, this also meant less
comfort and lower top speeds, but recent technical developments have resolved
such problems. Although it may be tempting to believe that winter tyres are suitable to use all year, this is not advisable. With heat, the capacities of winter tyres
are reduced significantly, resulting in physical damage in extreme cases.

An in-between solution is the so called "all-season" tyre. This tyre type combines
the best average properties of both a summer and winter tyres, but will never excel
in cold winters or warm summers as a weather-specific tyre would. Still, considering safety at a budget, the all-season tyre is worth considering.
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BUYING

In most cases, the moment to buy new tyres is determined by the profile depth
on the tyres currently in use. When only the front or rear tyres need replacement,
it is best to fit the new tyres on the powered wheels (in case of the Cappuccino,
these would be the rear wheels). The best pair of the remaining tyres can be fitted
on the other axle. It is not advisable, and in many cases not even legal, to mix different makes and types of tyres on one axle or even on one car. One should consult the owner's manual for model-specific recommendations.

When choosing a tyre type, the first step is to determine the size of the tyre needed (size relative to the size of the rim), and type (minimum strength, maximum
speed). After clicking the "Advice" button at the MyTyres.net site, the factory sizes
of the Suzuki Cappuccino are shown. Also a list of suitable tyres for a given size
appears. Now, one can use the factors mentioned above to find the ideal mix. In
the case of the Cappuccino, it is important to transfer the tremendous power to
the road in a safe way, especially in the rain. For grip and rain, the profile is the
most important factor, so that only two tyre types now remain to be further considered. These have a special V-shaped profile which promises to handle rain at its
best.
CONCLUSION

Your car tyres are the only real connection between your car and road. Therefore
the right choice of tyre type is of paramount importance. It is especially in extreme
weather conditions, such as low temperatures, or in panic situations, that the
influence or a car tyre can be enormous. The difference between one tyre type and
another is mainly explained by durability, grip, road-holding, comfort, and fuel consumption. To be safe, one can choose the same tyre type as the manufacturer of
the car did. On the influence of tyre properties, ask a tyre specialist for advice and
choose the ideal mix of properties. Bear in mind that not all outlets have the same
assortment of tyre types and will only offer what is in stock. Therefore, look
around, because it matters in making the right choice and getting the right price.
This article was first published in January 2002 on www.autozine.nl. Ever since,
the editor (that’s me!) has been driving his Cappuccino on Marshal tyres which
has proved to be excellent advice from the German specialist. The tyres improve
handling in slippery conditions while allowing a high top speed in dry conditions.
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From the SCORE website
A Rubbery Exchange of Comments!
Question from David Stanton:

I know it’s an old chestnut but I couldn’t find a reference to Michelin tyres in the
archives. Does any one have any experience with Michelin... good or bad? I need to
replace my tyres and can get a good deal on Michelin so any advice would be
appreciated. Thanks
From Dave Murphy:

If you’re getting a real good deal, then I say go for it. You can’t really go wrong
with Michelin’s as they’re a good quality brand name. It all depends on how hard
you push your tyres, you should get a good year out of fresh rubber at least. If you
change them regular, then perhaps go for a soft compound that wear out quicker,
but give lots more grip. Personally I’ve used Pirelli`s (P600’s) for the last few years
as they are a very hard wearing tyre, and last for yonks! The only down side is that
they can be a little hard to predict when it’s damp
From Marcel Spoelstra:

I fitted the Pirelli under my car, only a bit wider than standard The grip certainly
has improved a lot, no unusual wearing. When I bought the car the tyre specialist
recommend the Michelin, Pirelli or Falken. I bought the Pirelli because they are
cheaper as the Michelin.
From Adrian Furniss:

Sorry I have no first hand experience of Michelin but my Cappo came with four
Goodyear Eagle Venturas (175/60R14) already fitted on Suzuki Sport wheels.
Receipt indicates that they were a little under £60 + VAT each. Despite being a
budget tyre, they seem to grip superbly. I've certainly not been moved to replace
them. I think you will pay more for Michelins but may of course get better tyres.
From Douglas Whittle:

My local tyre specialist recommended Falken 175/60R14-79H. Not only cheaper
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than the alternatives but as they are slightly wider they give excellent grip. My first
set lasted 45,000 miles compared with the originals which were well worn after
35,000. I would certainly recommend them if you can find them.
From Mark Shane:

I can also highly recommend Falken. Most Capps imported into Australia had
Falken tyres put on them by the importer.
From Dave Benson:

But you can't beat a nice set of Yokohama's! The Falkens have a real good following
with the Mini's at the moment and there are some nice ones out there with plenty
of grip inc. wet weather..

At the end of the day the Capp is so light you’re hard pushed to use a tyre up in
two years of normal to hard driving. In my experience and looking at other peoples’ tyres you can see the side walls cracking and splitting with age after this sort
of time.. what’s the point of changed only part worn tyres? Yeah you can tyre a
nice set of A509 or A539's on a 175 tyre.. beware don't overtire by being tempted
for a 185 on the standard rim!
From Marcel Spoelstra:

I agree Dave. Lets burn some rubber! (not the clutch...)
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From Ian Linden:

Have a look at http://www.tyres-online.co.uk/tyretest/tests.asp. A lot of information from a large number of essentially subjective tests on a wide variety of tyres.
From Barry Moore:

I think I need to get my eyes checked. When I read this early this morning I
thought you had said not the Dutch. Just seen it again and it makes a lot more
sense now that I'm awake!
From Marcel Spoelstra:

Barry, they both smell bad when you burn them!!
From Mark Dobson:

We fitted the recommended Yokohama 175/60s to our Cappo, replacing the original Bridgestones which were beginning to show signs of aging although we could
have probably got another 6 months hard driving out of them. Result: Apart from
having to drop the tyre pressure down to 24.5 PSI from the fitter's 32PSI (boy was
the Cappo skittish!!!) the ride is smooth and grip is phenominal. At last year’s
Dutch run managed to screech the tyres only after dropping clutch around a cobbled corner! Tyre wear is very good, but we do not drive the Cappo hard. Also
judging by the plumes of spray that we chuck up on wet roads, I would say that
the tyres certainly clear the water to get in contact with the tarmac. Yokos get my
vote and I would fit them to our next car!
From Steve Lewis:

I've just been looking into tyre sizing if going up to 15" wheels. The original 14"
wheels with 165x65 tyres fitted have a diameter of 570mm.
195x45x15 have a diameter of 556mm
195x50x15 have a diameter of 576mm

Let’s assume that your speedo is accurate @ 100kph with the original 14"
wheel/tyre combination fitted .... Fit the other wheel/tyre combinations and when
your speedo is reading 100kph you will actually be doing:
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195x45x15 = 97.55kph (ie the speedo will over read by 2.45%)
195x50x15 = 101.05 kph (ie the speedo will under read by 1.05%)

When speedos leave the factory they have usually been calibrated erring on the
side of caution - ie they are more likely to under read than over read - so taking all
this into account it appears to me that 195x50x15 would be the best choice.
From Robert Austin:

A useful site for experimenting with sizes is www.miata.net/garage/tirecalc.html
It has a calculator that gives you comparative tyre sizes and speedo readings.
Obviously it doesn't tell you if the tyres are too big for the car but someone has
already covered that in this thread.
From Steve Lewis:

Doh! - If I'd known about the site it would have saved me doing all the maths.
Handy site, definately a link worth keeping for future reference.
From Douglas Rogers:

Yes but is 2% to 3% significant? I was going to do the calcs on engine revs but
couldn't find the back axle ratio in the on line specification information. OK the
speedometer over reads the speed. So with a 2% difference when you are doing
71.4mph on the clock you are actually doing 70mph - hardly an issue!
From Steve Lewis:

I disagree. I think it is important to keep the rolling radius as close to standard as
possible. Speedos are notoriously inaccurate anyway (thankfully usually over reading but you can never be sure) - to add to the inaccuracy even by a small amount
could mean having points added to your license
From Robert Austin:

I've not tested this on my Cappo yet, but have found on various other cars that
the speedos tend to read between 5 and 10% too high so you are really going
slower than you think. This would seem sensible as it means they err on the side
of caution. I've found this by comparing readings to a GPS on a long straight flat
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road with good satellite coverage. If the same is true for a Cappo, a wheel/tyre that
reduces the speedo reading may actually make it a little more accurate.

This obviously depends on the accuracy of my GPS. After a several debates on the
sci.geo.satellite-nav newsgroup, the opinion was that GPS is now significantly
more accurate than car speedos. Anyway, I'll try to remember to take my GPS on
my journey to work tomorrow and report my findings. My Cappo has standard size
wheels and tyres. Right, the Cappo's speedo did read higher than the GPS.
Cappo ----- GPS
30mph ----- 28mph
60mph ----- 56mph
70mph ----- 65mph

This would indicate that wheels and tyres that made the speedo read a small percentage too low would be ok. (These readings were with standard wheels and
tyres). However, if it all goes wrong, I don't think the line... "Well Officer, this bloke
on the SCORE Forum said...." will really work!
From Douglas Rogers:

Well those figures are pretty consistent - 7% over reading. Fitting smaller tyres
would make it over read even further. On the skinniest tyres it would be almost
10% total. Note that fitting the lower profile tyres on the standard rims would
make the speedometer over read by about 2%.

I have just spent the day putting POR15 rust prevention paint on the underside of
my Capo - pretty amazing stuff going by the way it has stuck to my skin, look at
their website:www.porstore.com/por15info.htm

Using the ramp of the garage behind me and I remembered that the previous
owner was a superchip dealer. I looked at their website (www.superchips.co.uk)
and remembered that David used to take the EEPROM out of the brain, downloaded the file from their site and reprogrammed it. He treated it like another
mechanical part of the car. Anyway he reckoned it was money for old rope, so a bit
of haggling ought to cut the quoted price of £515 for changing the turbo boost
pressure and altering the fuel settings. He always claimed that changing the boost
didn't much affect the loadings on the engine, but if it is producing 25% more
power then it must be! Has anyone had this change done and what is your experience - apart from a wonderfull feeling of extra power?
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From Steve Lewis:

I've yet to be convinced about "Superchips" upgrades. My other car (got to have
something with boot space ) is a Rover 800 Turbo Coupe which pushes 197bhp in
standard form. I have fitted a bleed valve and hi-flow air filter - total cost £40. A
friend with the exact same motor had his chipped - little change from £300.
Both cars have since undergone testing on a rolling road - mine came away with
232bhp (at the wheels so they said), my friends with 222bhp. After having driven
both I cannot say the re-mapping of the fuel/boost etc across the rev band makes
his car better to drive - in fact its almost indistinguishable (phew) from mine.
I have only owned a Cap for a couple of weeks and won't consider doing any modifications until I am happy that I know exactly how the car runs in standard form I will then be in a position to judge what impact any modification has. My guess
though, is that simple mods (bleed valve, air filter and water injection) costing a
few hundred quid will have nearly the same impact as hi-tech mods (computer, big
turbo) costing a couple of thousand. I stand to be corrected by anyone who has
experience of tuning the Cappuccino.

Photo courtesy of Steve Lewis
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From Ian Linden:

From an armchair engineering standpoint, I would think that the success of the
remapping depends upon the scope for it in the case of each car. The designer will
make choices about economy, reliability and production spread on component performance. Depending on the "safeness" of his choices will be the scope for the
improvements. It may be that there was little scope in the case of the Rover, more
with others. The improvement offered by the Suzuki Sport N1 are modest, and
seem to be tailored to a small boost increase, more than re-mapping, as 98 RON
fuel is mandated. Forcing the boost up a notch, either with a bleed valve or a bigger turbo, has to have greater potential. And if that boost increase is substantial,
the re-mapping is essential to maintain the fuel/air ratio in the correct band (bearing in mind that the Cappo's fuelling at high revs is from a map, not computed on
measured airflow). A bigger turbo needs bigger injectors, too.

Need to bear in mind that if one is compressing appreciably more air into the same
volume, the temperature rise will be higher, and the intercooling may need
improvement to realise much of the gain. A modest boost increase (e.g. bleed
valve) would be ok, but a substantial one, e.g. by changing the turbo, will almost
certainly need a bigger intercooler.

Another factor is the temperature of the intake air. A change of air filter is often
accompanied by change of the point of entry, from a "tube" close to the outside,
and preferably pointing forward, to an opening with no direct airflow from outside,
and (with the Cappo) rather close to the exhaust side of the engine. So, if contemplating a change of air filter, a large bore plastic pipe from a cool place should be
attempted. Alternatively, if not going for a bigger turbo, just change the existing air
filter element to a K&N; at a guess you get 80% of the benefit for a lot less bother
and cost.
So I suppose I agree, in the main, with Steve, about bang for your buck. But not
sure about water injection. From what I have read, it is mainly useful for preventing pre-ignition caused by high boost and insufficient cooling of the air charge. If
you settle for a small boost increase (bleed valve) with no change to the fuelling,
you are unlikely to need it.
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Quick Silver
Exhausts

We are pleased to have looked after many SCORE members,
supplying bespoke stainless steel exhaust systems for their
Cappuccinos.
SCORE members can enjoy a massive

20% discount

on all new exhaust systems
Each exhaust unit comes with a 25-year warranty

Produced to Suzuki's original blue-print dimensions
Call Paul Goddard now!

020 7622 2120
info@quicksilverexhausts.com
www.quicksilverexhausts.com
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SCORE Press Service

You have the chance of purchasing from the wide range of Suzuki Cappuccino road
test reports, a selection of which are illustrated above.

SCORE has collected 76 different articles from car magazines, newspapers and
other journals. Full colour copies have been made from the magazines and black/
white photocopies from the newspapers.

The list of magazines and newspapers is extensive: Top Gear, Autocar, Sports &
SuperCars, Auto Express, Country Life, Sunday Times, Daily Express, lots of local
newspapers, MotorCycle International, Classics, etc.
SCORE members have the chance of buying the whole set or separately...
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THE COMPLETE SET - A UNIQUE KEEPSAKE!

£40 buys you the entire set including packing and postage for UK members!
Alternatively:

£30 buys you all the road tests featured in the car magazines:

Autocar, Top Gear, Car, Evo, Auto Express, Complete Car, Classic & Sports Car,
Performance Car, Sports & Super Cars, Classics and Car Week

Overseas members need to email editor@score.org.uk to find out the postage
charge to their country.

Road test reports are also available separately:

Here are some of the 70+ road test reprints from the SCORE Press Service

“Cheap Thrills”, Complete Car, September 1994 (10 pages colour) - £5.00
“5 go mad in Norfolk”, Performance Car, May 1994 (8 pages colour) - £4.00
“Bonzai Buzz Bombs”,Car, July 1993 (8 pages colour) - £4.00
“Game for a Laugh”, What Car, January 1994 (7 pages colour) - £3.50
“Blood Brothers”, Motor Cycle International 1994 (7 pages colour) - £3.50
“Going Topless”, Auto Express, March 1994 (7 pages colour) - £3.50
“Suzuki Cappuccino”, Autocar, January 1994 (6 pages colour) - £3.50
“Three Little Toys”, Top Gear, November 1993 (6 pages colour) - £3.00
“Not everyone’s cup”, MG Club Magazine, April 1994 (6 p. col.) - £3.00
“The Sprite Stuff”, Complete Car, March 1994 (4 pages colour) - £2.00
“Cafe Racer”, Car Week, December 1992 (4 pages colour) - £2.00
“Suzuki Cappuccino”, Car, September 1994 (4 pages colour/mono) - £1.50
“Treats from the East”, Sunday Times, January 1993 (1 page mono) - £1.00
“Motoring”, Country Life, February 1994 (1 page mono) - £0.50
“Sixth Gear”, Performance & Style, January 1995 (1 page mono) - £0.50
Purchase any of the above by sending your order with a cheque (made payable to SCORE)
to Press Service, 6 Blenheim Fields, Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 5EW.
If you want a complete list of all road test reports please send a large stamped self-addressed envelope
to SCORE Press Service at the same address above.
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Appeal for the Dudley Earthquake Disaster
By Anne Andersen
At 00:54 on Monday 23rd September an earthquake measuring 4.8 on the Richter
scale hit Dudley, West Midlands, causing untold disruption and distress.
Many were woken well before their giro arrived.

Several priceless collections of mementos from the Balearics and Spanish Costas
were damaged.
Three areas of historic and scientifically significant litter were disturbed.

Thousands are confused and bewildered, trying to come to terms with the fact that
something interesting has happened in Dudley.
One resident, Donna-Marie Dutton, a 17-year-old mother-of-three said: "It was
such a shock, little Chantal-Leanne came running into my bedroom crying. My
youngest two, Tyler-Morgan and Megan-Storm slept through it. My punter got
dressed and left. I was still shaking when I was watching Trisha the next morning."
According to police looting, mugging and joyriding did carry on as normal.

The British Red Cross have so far managed to ship 4000 crates of Sunny Delight
to the area to help the stricken masses.

Rescue workers are still sifting through the rubble and have found large quantities
of personal belongings, including benefit books, heroin, and jewellery from
Elizabeth Duke at Argos.

HOW TO HELP -Collection points are available at Netto, Iceland and Clinton Cards

£2 buys chips, scraps and blue pop for a family of four.

£10 can take a family to Stourport for the day, where children can play on an
unspoilt canal bank among the national collection of stinging nettles.
22p buys a biro for filling out spurious compensation claims.
PLEASE ACT NOW
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WORDSEARCH
By Brendan Molony

All you need to do is find the following words in the wordsearch box...
brake pads
calipers
corrosion
exhaust
handbrake
insurance
MOT test
parking
petrol
rear discs
rear wheel arches
road tax
rubber seals
servicing
synchromesh
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PICTURE CAPTION COMPETITION
The following pictures and captions were sent in for entering this competition.
You have to vote for what us considered to be the best one!

The star prize for the person who submits the picture with the highest vote is a
complete set of the Suzuki Cappuccino road test reports.

Cast your vote via the “Chit Chat” forum of the website or if you are not on the
Internet please call 01342 823951 (between 18.00 - 21.00) and quote the picture
number of your choice. Deadline for voting: 31 December 2002.
1. Sporty Silver

2. Red Hot Rod
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3. Where there’s a will.

4. Only have eyes 4U.

5. Reflecting on others.
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6. Two into one does go.

7.Open top garden.

8. Sunday Stroll.
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The Latest SCORE Magazine
NEEDS YOU!

We want to provide you with a quality, interesting and regular magazine.
To achieve this we do need your input:

INTERESTING AND AMUSING STORIES

How you got your Cappuccino
A recent weekend away or holiday with your Cappuccino
Meeting up with other Cappuccino owners

USEFUL INFORMATION

Things you have done with your car: modifications, accessories, etc
Technical and non-technical tips you would like to share
Specific questions you want to ask

WRITE IN!

Please send your feature and pictures to:

SCORE Editor
6 Blenheim Fields
Forest Row
East Sussex
RH18 5EW

editor@score.org.uk
PLEASE NOTE: If you wish to send via email, please use Microsoft Word and any picture
attachments in JPEG, TIF or BMP formats; alternatively send a CD or floppy disk.
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TAKE CARE, TAKE COVER!
The Outdoor Car Cover: £92*
Polyester woven textile with anti-UV
treatment, lightweight, smooth, highwater resistance, breathable, elasticated
all-round hem, with underbody anti-theft
straps.

The In-Garage Car Cover: £65*
Dust-proofed, nylon textile, breathable,
elasticated both ends.
All our covers have two protected front door
zips and supplied with a holdall

We also produce storage bags specially designed for the Cappuccino
roof panels
Any single bag: £30*
Any two bags: £60*
Three-bag set: £81*

COVER SYSTEMS LIMITED
49 Grove Road
Rushden, Northants NN10 0YD
Telephone: +44 (0) 1933 410 851
We accept most credit and debit cards.
Cheques payable to Cover Systems.
*Prices include VAT and UK delivery Please call for overseas purchases
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NO ROOM FOR VANITY
By Terri O’Donoghue
It was Friday night & I was awaiting a phone call from a friend who I was due to
meet up with after she had had a few drinks with some of her work colleagues.

The phone rang at 11.45pm: as expected it was my dear friend Caroline. She was
desperate, to say the least, for me to come and pick her up from the other side of
town asap - she had ended up in a gay bar/nightclub and was not impressed with
the place! Having not been to this particular nightspot before, I wasn't sure what
to expect on arrival.

I got a warm greeting by a sea of very bright pink, animal print carpet! I pushed my
way through the crowds of unknown people, hoping to spot my friend quite quickly. The place was full of beautiful, well dressed women... with masculine voices and
fantastic legs that us women can only dream of!

When I eventually found Caroline, she was delighted to see me. I whisked her
away as quickly as possible hoping it wouldn't look too obvious that neither of us
wanted to be in there! We left briskly through the main entrance and ran round
the corner to our trustworthy get-away car - the Cappy!

Whilst driving through town to find a safe place to park, Caroline asked if I could
lend her my lipstick. I passed her my new state of the art cylindrical shaped lipstick but she unfortunately dropped into her handbag due to her slightly intoxicated state! After several minutes of trying to find the lipstick in her bag she asked if I
would kindly turn on my interior light to assist her. To say that the position of the
Cappuccino interior light was not to her satisfaction was a big understatement!!!!
She couldn't get her head around it being situated behind the hand brake and NOT
above the rear view mirror!
On eventually finding the lipstick, she pulled down the passenger side sun visor
and was once again very disappointed with the Cappuccino for not providing her
with a vanity mirror! So, she just guessed on the whereabouts of her lips and
decided to go for the lipstick application without an interior light or a mirror. She
turned to face me (while I was still driving, looking for a parking space) to ask my
opinion on her expert makeup application without light or mirror.
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The result was disastrous! In her drunken state, she had mistakably pulled out
what she thought was the long, cylindrical shaped lipstick and had in fact applied
a lovely shade of black mascara to her lips, chin and teeth!

As the title of this story is quite rightly titled, there is definitely NO room for vanity in a Cappuccino!

NIGHT RUN
By Graham Smith

Moon up, roof down through the dewy air
It doesn't matter where I go this road will take me there.
For where I seek is not a place, least not a place in time,
What I seek is one small road, the Golden Lane that's mine.
It snicks and snacks, it flits and flirts
Across this starlit land
Here and there up and down
Like ripples in the sand
Rosie and I we blend as one,
a ceaseless seamless flow
A rhythmic dance of perfect grace
As down the road we go

Once in this state of conjoined bliss
My mind is free to fly
No longer car, no longer man
One living entity.
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Genuine Suzuki Cappuccino Accessories
The range of Cappuccino accessories is becoming more limited from Suzuki GB. The
originally extensive list has now gone down to 5 items as listed below.

Suzuki's vehicle range is expanding with new volume selling models like the Ignis
and Liana in the 4 wheel range, as well as their growing motor cycle and marine
engine products. As a result, Suzuki has to focus on supplying the accessory back
up for these newer models in their warehouse. The casualty to all this are the older
vehicles and as this includes the Cappuccino so Suzuki cannot provide the capacity
to stock every accessory for every product they have produced.
The following accessories (subject to stock availablility) can be ordered from any
Suzuki Dealer, although you will be able to get 10% discount if you go through a
Suzuki SCORE Dealer - please refer to the listing in this magazine or on our website: www.score.org.uk.

All you need to do when using a SCORE Dealer for purchasing any of the following
accessories is show your new membership card before you place the order.
Prices quoted include VAT and were correct as at 30 April 2002.
Part Number

99000-99025-62M
99000-9900R-E01
MCPMS - 001
99001-82812
99000-STVC1
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Accessory

Luggage shelf net
Luggage rack
Alpha Dot security system
Locking wheel nut set
Suzuki tyre valve cap set

Price

£121
£185
£ 26
£ 21
£ 20

Suzuki SCORE Dealers
All of the following Suzuki Dealers have formally signed an agreement to recognize
SCORE and offer a 10% discount to members on servicing as well as parts and
accessories.
It is important that you present your current SCORE membership card before you
book your car in, just to ensure that they are clear about the arrangement.
Please ensure that you make contact directly with the Dealer Principal/ General
Manager if you do not get the 10% discount.

SCORE has conducted a few mailings to Suzuki dealers, encouraging them to support the Register. If your local dealer is keen to be more involved, contact 01342
823 951 or membership@score.org.uk for an information pack to be forwarded on.
You just need to give us the name and address of the Suzuki dealer.

ENGLAND

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Braylake Cars 32 Aylesbury Street, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK2 2BD
After sales contact: Richard Portway
01908 647 111
DGL Garages Littleworth Road, High Wycombe, HP13 5XE
After sales contact: Simon Essery
01494 535 811/ 01494 451 884
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ESSEX

Levoi's Limited
HAMPSHIRE

Mill Lane Suzuki
LINCOLNSHIRE

S. Cropley & Co.
Limited
Linpac Garages
Limited
STAFFORDSHIRE

Randles (Garages)
Limited
SUSSEX (East/ West)
Brighton Suzuki
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Berechurch Road, Colchester, CO2 7QB
After sales contacts: Kate Abbott/ Paul Bone
01206 544 233/ 01206 579 579
Blackwater Way, Aldershot, GU12 4HD
After sales contact: Dave Richards
01252 321 122
Frithbank, Boston, PE22 7BD
After sales contact: Kevin Fairweather
01205 362 230

Kingsway & South Park, Lincoln, LN5 8EL
After sales contact: Keith Walker
01522 521 345
Keele Road, Newcastle under Lyme, ST5 2HN
After sales contact: Paul Wilkinson
01782 717170
Preston Drove, Brighton, BN1 6LB
After sales contact: Andy Willmont
01273 705 090

CMW Automobiles Anstye Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, RH17 5AG
Limited
After sales contact: Neil Cooper
01444 452 621
Worthing Suzuki

WEST MIDLANDS
Colmore 2000
WILTSHIRE

Pebley Beach
Zygmunt Curry
SCOTLAND

STRATHCLYDE
Gael Suzuki

Upper Brighton Road, Sompting, BN15 0JQ
After sales contact: Anji Hersee
01903 755 246

1163 Chester Road, Birmingham, B24 0QY
After sales contact: Harry Jethwa
0121 377 8169
1-3 Moormead, Swindon, SN4 9BS
After sales contact: Wendy Clark/ Steve Lawro
01793 812 235

Glen Garage, 12 Hawthorne Grove, York, YO3 7XZ
After sales contact: Ian Bell
01904 425 800

49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT
After sales contact: Michael Keenan
01563 537 116
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SCORE Funds - full financial year-end, 30 September 2002
By Tori Alexander, SCORE Treasurer

The following statement of accounts was reported at the 6th SCORE AGM in
Birmingham, 12 - 13 October 2002.
BROUGHT FORWARD 30 September 2001

£ 10,412.34

INCOME

Membership
£ 6,810.61
Events
£ 627.20
Magazine revenue
£ 307.00
Merchandise revenue £ 1,841.93
Web revenue
£ 181.00
Bank interest
£
23.66
Total income

£ 9,791.40

Postage
Stationery
Internet
Magazine
Events
Merchandise
Bank charges
Total expenditure

£14,071.16

EXPENDITURE

£ 1,133.50
£ 1,687.57
£ 2,000.00
£ 4,667.73
£ 2,089.04
£ 2,461.82
£
31.50

NEW UK BANK BALANCE 30 September 2002
OVERSEAS ACCOUNTS

Australia
Germany
Holland
Total overseas
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£ 724.00
£ 203.00
£ 150.00

£ 1,077.00

£ 6,132.58

GLOBAL BANK BALANCE 30 September 2002
MERCHANDISE STOCK VALUE
TOTAL SCORE ASSETS

£ 7,209.58

£ 10,834.20

£ 18,043.78

Full explanations of this can be read in the AGM Minutes, enclosed with this magazine.

This is my last report as SCORE Treasurer. Increasing family commitments as a really busy mother and a new part time job mean that I cannot spend as much time as
I should in managing this aspect of the club.

Although my husband, Matthew, has sold his two Cappuccinos we still wish to
remain SCORE members. We have been involved in the club right from its start in
1996 and over the years have developed some really nice friendships with various
members. Also we still want to keep getting the magazine which has truly become
a good way of knowing what’s going on and keeping in touch. We do not see
many Cappuccinos at all here in Norfolk so the magazine and the website keeps us
in the spirit of the SCORE family network.
All the very best for the future.

Love from Tori, Matthew and Felix.

Matthew’s (ex) Red Devil
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VISIT

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com
to see the new look of SCORE on the Internet!

Interesting facts about our site:

The message board sees the most usage followed by the gallery
Average of 12 new messages are posted each day
Average of 2 new topics are started each day
Hundreds of photos in the gallery with more being added all the time
Around 500Mb of data is sent out from the SCORE web server every month
Busiest days are weekdays rather than weekends
Busiest period is between 8am - 8pm with a peak at lunchtime
Visitors from all of the countries you’d expect across Europe, Japan and Australia
Least expected countries include Iceland, Norway and the Russian Federation

And do not forget to take full advantage of signing onto the
SCORE MEMBERS FORUM

- access to workshop and owner manuals - post messages in many forums - upload your digital photos in special albums - technical FAQ - special SCORE member promotional area -

There is so much more you can enjoy from your membership online
than ever before!
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ICE Installation Instructions: Radio, Tweeters and Loudspeakers
By Ronald Schneider, Germany

What use is the most beautiful car in the world without music? Some may say,
"not necessary" however I disagree. But unfortunately I bought my Cappo with no
radio and no loudspeakers. So quickly to work.
I did not want to ruin the originality of the Cappo with ugly boxes or holes, and
thus had to use the original radio aperture.
I encountered the following problems:

1. The loudspeaker mountings in the footwells are barely accessible.
2. The loudspeaker holes are very shallow.
3. The metal brackets for the loudspeakers would not hold speakers of the required
size.
4. Next, I could not find the radio connector in the Cappo.
5. I could not find the antenna plug.
6. The radio bezel is removable, however it would only accommodate a non-standard (smaller) radio.
Solutions:

1. Go head-down into the foot wells - after all it's all exercise! After the fifth time I
got it down to a fine art. (Perhaps you should initially have someone to help, in
case you can't extricate yourself from your Cappo alone!)
2. Small depth (45 mm) and the nevertheless tidy diameter (145mm hole to hole
155mm) made it not quite easy to find suitable loudspeakers. After much searching, I used a two-way system by F.D. Acoustics, Italy: Price 299 DM. Model: 610
NEO KIT including 2 loudspeakers and 2 tweeters.

3. As everyone knows, loudspeakers need an infinite baffle in order that deep-bass
notes are not lost, i.e. an "acoustic short-circuit" is not present. Before the installation of the bass speaker, I filled the recess with acoustic damping "wool". This
arrangement killed the bass a little, but was a reasonable compromise.
4. After neither my SUZUKI dealer nor I had found the radio plug in the Cappo,
the dealer made the suggestion, "with no original radio, there would also be no
cables". Mhmm. I did not believe that, since that would mean the factory needing
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two different wiring harnesses. So more searching ... and there it was. I unclipped
and removed the glove box and there it was in the top right corner. At least thus
the loudspeaker cables were already present in the wiring harness, so no new
cables had to be fitted.

5. Even to this day I haven't found the antenna plug (however I do have an antenna)

6. Oh dear, this is the most difficult bit. You can insert the radio BEHIND the bezel.
However to do this you must first remove the complete centre console. And that
means loads of work, loads of sweat and loads of time. But it had to be done.
Hiding the radio behind the bezel is also a good anti-theft precaution.
And now we're cruising!

THE RADIO:

First remove the center console to gain access for fitting the radio: begin with the
center console's lateral screws BEHIND the seats, open the centre stowage, remove
the rubber mat, remove screws (note type of screw), remove the gear stick top,
undo the handbrake gaiter's popper, and loosen remaining screws. Because of the
wiring you cannot remove the center console completely. Just lift and carefully put
to one side. For fitting the radio this is good enough.

Make all electrical connections to the radio, fit the radio and refit the center console. I had to wire in an extra earth cable - to one of the attachments at the rear of
the center console.
Tests: First ignition on switch, then switch on the radio. Working? Super, otherwise find the error! Finally re-assemble everything in the reverse order.

THE TWEETERS:

The (Piezo) tweeters are mounted in small spaces at the front of the dashboard
(with covers that look like ventilation grilles). These mouldings can be levered up
with a screwdriver, but very gently! Finding the built-in cable for the tweeter again
needs a bit of patience. Then secure the tweeters using screws through the two
holes which line up with pillars moulded into the underside of the grille panels.
Just use two screws as shown. Replace the little grilles. Finished!
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THE LOUDSPEAKER:

First remove the grille. The loudspeaker grilles in the floor space are fastened with
small plastic pins. The removal trick; take a pointed screwdriver and depress the
center approx. 1 mm (no more, otherwise the pin falls irrecoverably into the vehicle body) then remove the entire pin.

· Remove the acoustic dampening material (most if not all). If the bass
proves too weak, then replace some of this material.
· Find the loudspeaker cables, crimp on the appropriate connectors
and connect to the loudspeakers.
· Fasten the loudspeakers in position with metal brackets.
THE SOUND CHECK:

· The loudspeaker grilles are only fastened down with the plastic pins. Sometimes
with louder music, the grilles can buzz. If this happens, it's best to remove the
grilles again and pad out with Tese-Moll (draft-excluder tape) from the inside.
· The tweeters can be quite loud. I hope your radio has separate bass/ treble controls.
· I know the sound is a compromise. But it is a small car and I am quite happy.
However pop music (from the 80's) can sound a bit hollow. If you were not content with the sound, you would do well to enhance the bass (e.g. subwoofer
behind the seat).

CLARION TWEETERS

£5 buys you a pair of tweeters to fit intothe upper section of the dashboard.

UK SCORE Members: To place your order, all you need to do is write to Brendan
Molony, SCORE Merchandise, and enclose a cheque payable to SCORE.

Overseas SCORE Members: Please call +44 (0) 1656 650 798 or email merchandise@score.org.uk and you will be advised the postage/ delivery to your country.
Payment can be made via your closest bank account, advising Brendan the date of
the transaction
SCORE Merchandise, 8 Maes Trawscoed, Broadlands, Bridgend,
Wales CF31 5AT
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The First Cappuccino Buds of 2002
By Adrian Furniss

I am not a SCORE Regional Rep, but having joined up and becoming totally addicted to the friendliness and fun aspects on the website I felt I had to do something
to herald in 2002.

Origins: My Cappo-owning friend, Ian Linden, and I discovered a beauty spot with
car park just south of Puttenham Surrey whilst on a cycle ride in early 2001. We
subsequently revisited to do the photography for a Cappuccino Roof Animation
project I had had in mind since seeing Marcel Spoelstra's "Cappo with Windmill"
animation on his own site. Ian's Cappo was duly photographed a couple of months
later at a time of year when the gorse was in bloom. Visitors to the SCORE web
site may well have seen the resulting animations, the link to which was posted on
the old Message Board in mid 2001. At this time, I didn't have a Cappo so the
project just involved Ian's silver car.

Several weeks after that was the 2001 Brighton-London Fun Run on which I navigated for Ian and decided that I too really deserved a Cappo of my own. A suitable
vehicle was soon tracked down and purchased at the end of June. At about the
same time, SCORE's Alex's Clouter organised an impromptu meeting at Box Hill,
Surrey. This was arranged with just a few days notice to coincide with a visit by
the club's Channel Islands regional representative. My Cappo purchase was so
recent, I hadn't yet had time to join SCORE so I handed Alex the necessary paperwork at this meeting.

Publicity: I rather liked the idea of organising a meeting at short notice, which can
of course be done quite easily by using the Message Board, as Alex had proved. I've
never been much of a one for planning too far ahead, so this seemed to suit me
down to the ground. At the end of October, I agreed in principle with Alex and the
regional reps for the two local, abutting areas, that I might organise a mini-meet at
short notice some time during Autumn or Winter. Well, November and December
flashed past and we were into January when a free weekend loomed. In addition to
posting to the message boards, I also linked in an HTML web page, resident in my
own web space, giving full directions to the venue.
Weather: I monitored the 5-day weather forecast on bbc.co.uk/weather and
although it was never going to be brilliant, it seemed safe enough on the Thursday
evening to post the invitation; the new Message Board being only about a fort48

night old at the time. Friday and Saturday then gave me a fright as a very nasty
band of weather ran across the UK, with a second band hot on its heels. Just my
luck - but there was just a chance that midday Sunday would be in a calm patch
between the two storms. If not, well I was prepared to post a cancellation. As it
happened, the second band didn't really hit the South East too badly - there was
just a steady drizzle all day. So whereas we didn't actually get a blue sky, things
could have been a whole lot worse.

Attendance: In response to my request for interest, I got one definite (Katy and
Mark Dobson) and one definite-maybe (John Dean). With Ian and I that made the
prospect of four cars and five people. Not bad for the short notice and time of year.
As it turned out, Ian's Cappo refused to start (suspect low battery), so he brought
his recently acquired Mazda MX-3 along instead. Not a bad substitute.
Katy and Mark are old-time regulars - known and loved by all - and still champing
at the bit to do their Treasure Hunt which was postponed when the 2001 Fun Run
was re-routed after its spectacularly delayed start. John shelved his "maybe" and
braved the damp. He had had his Cappo for 2 months and, with SCORE membership still going through, made a very welcome member of the group.

Thermos & Natter: Visibility was unfortunately poor, obscuring the great view, but
with only very light drizzle were able to stand around, open bonnets and have a
good general chin-wag. We were also able to confirm that John's engine looked
standard. The planned thermos' coffee did a very welcome job of of keeping the
worst of the January chill at bay, though at about 7 or 8C it could have been a lot
worse. Katy provided some delicious chocolate muffins, which were duly devoured.
Cappo Convoy: The route took us in a large clockwise circle from the car park back
to Puttenham. Ian and I had done a recce the day before, so I had the slightly
tricky route fresh in mind. We went via the picturesque sunken road to
Shackleford, then via Elstead, Pitch Place, Rushmoor, Tilford , over a very swollen
River Wey, then via Littleworth Cross and Seale to Puttenham. This involved 8
right turns and only 2 left turns making it feel like you were spiralling into some
motorist's graveyard. There was quite a bit of debris on road, including bits of fallen tree in a couple of places but all was safely negotiated at a leisurely pace. This
really is an unspoilt part of leafy Surrey and much underrated as a beauty spot. I'd
recommend it to anyone.
Lunch: We arrived early enough to get places in the small car park behind The
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Good Intent, Puttenham, which served plentiful hot food at our reserved table. We
chin-wagged a lot more, and hopefully John learned much about Cappos and the
club. Mark gave a full account of the Fun Run's china throwing incident, and Katy
told us about some more events later in the year.

Initial Report: I immediately posted a report on SCORE's new message board in the
form of a reply to my original invitation and Ian, as official event photographer, followed with a raft of photos, some taken from the Mazda as we twined our way
round the lanes.
Verdict: We all seemed to have a good time despite the weather. The new Message
Board was really great, not only for publicising meetings but also for making a
decent immediate report WITH PICTURES.
Epilogue: Ian emailed me the next day. Good news - he had charged his battery
and his Cappo had come back to life.

Introducing some culture into the magazine, I have followed the form of a
Shakespearian sonnet (as opposed to a Petrarchian sonnet). Thus, the first 12 lines
present the subject/problem which is resolved in the final couplet, and the rhyme
pattern is of the form a-b-a-b, c-d-c-d, e-f-e-f, g-g.

Puttenham - A Winter Run

When cold and rain and mist besiege thy soul
And Cappo's gentle murmur's seldom heard
Thy tendency to nothing as a goal
Has oft from merriment thy soul deterred;
On one such dismal January morn
Thy spirits and thy little car subdued
Thy entertainment prospects all forlorn
All mortal contact notably eschewed;
A Puttenham car park beckons through the gales
Hot coffee will thy sleeping heart awake
The prospect of good food and well kept ales
Could these persuade thee to thy bed forsake;
In such adversity SCORE members find they're gifted
We find in others that our spirit's lifted.
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London Bridges Run
By Alex Clouter
It was a bracing cold day on Sunday, 10 March when we met near The Queen
Elizabeth II Bridge in East London. Dany Gagnon, SCORE Rep for London, had
helped update the original route taken a few years ago and soon enough we set off
in convoy. Here are some of the famous London landmarks we saw:

3.5 hours later and we crossed over The River Thames 21 times and underneath 3
times. Railway and foot bridges were excluded from our drive for obvious reasons!
We ended our journey at Hampton Court Bridge and a superb public house aptly
called “Streets of London” where we had a late, late Italian style Sunday lunch.
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A JAUNT IN JERSEY: 3 - 7 May2002
By Terri O’Donoghue

Hi there! Yes, the picture is me with two ice creams!

Alex asked if I could organise a “first ever” SCORE trip to my
home island and I leaped at the chance. What follows is Part 1
of our Jersey diary...
Friday:

A day of travel from Poole harbour to the sunny island of Jersey - well, it had been
sunny over the previous two to three days! All UK Cappys arrived safely at 8.30pm
with our two Dutch cars: Marcel and his friend Up - who was the spitting image of
Ben (Obi-Wan) Kanobi from Star Wars - and Ivo Kroone arriving about an hour
later from St Malo, France.

The Dutch went straight to bed for a well deserved sleep after their long drive
across France while the good old British headed straight out for Chinese! At midnight, after playing a gig with my band, I managed to catch up with the UK members in the hotel bar: Alex Clouter, Katy and Mark Dobson, Clive and Yvonne Lacey,
Ian Linden and Peter and Sally Keyes.
Saturday:

Our first fun-packed day of events started at 10am with a display of our cars at
the MG Owners Club 20th Spring Rally held at the Jersey Rugby Club. We had
been invited to join this gathering with 100 other small sports cars, namely MGs.
On arrival at the Rugby Club field we were greeted by a mass of smiling faces; the
sight of 9 cute Cappies had an overwhelming effect on all the car enthusiasts present! We had our own little corner of the rugby pitch next to an assortment of classic cars where we proudly opened up our bonnets and removed our tops!!
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After two hours of wandering around amongst the many cars on display and
admiring the line up of Cappies from the Rugby Club first floor terrace, we ventured over to the neighbouring building: the Jersey Bowling Alley! A not so fast
'fast food' lunch was enjoyed by nearly everyone and a game of ten pin bowling
sparked a competitive spirit between the reds and the silvers. Guess who won!

James Holland & Clive Lacey in action
The following destination was the very famous German Underground Hospital
where we were issued with World War 2 style ID cards on arrival. After a very
educational 2 .5 hours inside the tunnels of the hospital someone came up with
the ingenious idea of parking a Cappy in front of the Hospital's entrance for a photograph. The party retired to an adjoining café for a well-deserved cup of coffee and
it was decided that we should make the most of the good weather and take a drive
to see some of Jersey's beautiful coastline.

Views of the underground hospital
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We drove in convoy to the beautiful five-mile long sandy beach in St Ouen's on
the West Coast. The majority of the group took a long walk down to the water's
edge and took great delight in writing in the sand - something that has ceased to
be a novelty, living by the coast all my life! - "SCORE, CAPPUCCINO 660, JERSEY
2002" - and very proudly stood around their creation while those that hadn't ventured down to the beach were bribed with cameras at this memorable 'photo
opportunity'.
We then ventured back to the hotel to relax and get ready for our night out.

Our evening meal took place in the heart of Jersey's capital - St. Helier - at a wellknown pizza restaurant. Our SCORE party was joined by a couple of local nonCappuccino owners who were interested to find out more about the little car that
we all love to drive and to join in socially (of course!).

After a lovely 3 course relaxing meal and much debate as to whether or not we
should hit the town, most people retired back to the hotel. The locals and myself
were left to show the two Bournemouth lads - James and his father Bernard
Holland - St. Helier's buzzing nightlife. We went to as many places as possible (in
the short remaining drinking hours) that would allow us in with jeans! The night
for us eventually finished up at about 2.30am and the 'Bad Holland Boys' - as they
are now known - were dropped off at the hotel to find themselves locked out…
To be continued!!!!
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Essex Underground Overground Day
By Graham Farley

A brilliant spring day dawned with typical, for the time of year (when it’s not raining), fluffy white clouds and a vivid, ice blue sky with daffodils much in bloom.
Our first 2002 meeting started at The Compasses Public House to the north of
Chelmsford, Essex and the gathering consisted of four Cappos. I would like to
thank all those who attended, particularly our long distance participants. We had
two topless couples: Clive and Yvonne Lacey from Oxfordshire plus Katy and Mark
Dobson from Sussex. Don and Cheryl Littlemore and Jean and myself were the
more locals and certainly more fragile as we had our roofs on.
After a delightful local gargantuan 'huffa' meal the Cappos undertook a scenic
cross-country drive through pretty Essex villages to our final destination, Blake
Hall, near Ongar.

Blake Hall is a typical 'country house farm estate' which was requisitioned by the
RAF during the second world war and used as a fighter control station for the
Battle of Britain. The wing of the house used for this purpose wasn't reinstated
after the war due to the removal of the upper floors and there it remained (in disrepair) until the 1980's when the control room was restored and opened as a
museum.
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The museum and gardens were very enjoyable and as a finale we were allowed to
park our Capps in front of the house on the main driveway.
The overground part is obvious but in case it rained Blake Hall has an ice- house
which is underground - mind you it would have been a challenge getting the cars
in!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TREAT YOURSELF!

For a limited time only*
SCORE members can treat themselves to the following
Very Special Offers from our merchandise range:
Cappuccino 6 Coaster Set
£3.00

Select either burgundy, green or a mix of both
colours

Cappuccino Press/ Product Brochures
£5.50

A complete set of brochures on the
Cappuccino PLUS a free technical leaflet

Mini Cappuccino Poster
£0.75

A new A4 adaptation of the larger showroom
wall poster

Please use the order form on page 15 to purchase this merchandise.
*1 December 2002 - 31 March 2003; prices include UK packing/ postage
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Adelaide Get-together
By Bettina Richmond

Well we had purchased our little Cappa, and now we wanted to go for a run and
meet some other Cappa enthusiasts. We had been talking to Thomas Waterhouse
in Adelaide, South Australia on the SCORE web site when he invited us over
(that's if we would like to drive the 8-9hrs).
We packed a very small bag and headed off for the 800-kilometre trip across the
country to Adelaide.We hadn't driven the new Cappa on any long drives so we
were surprised just how comfortable it was to drive long distance at 100 to 140
KPH. Every highway stop came the same question from travellers - "WHAT KIND
OF CAR IS THAT?"

We rolled into Adelaide and rang Thomas and Mathew and organised to meet in a
bar. As we had never met, it was like a funny blind date, meeting by mobile phone
to find each other. A few beers, lots of talk, and the weekend was off to a great
start.

The next day was sunny, but cold, but not too cold for the roof to come off of
course! We met up and spent a good hour comparing, talking, and going over each
other's cars. One Red, One Silver, and One Champagne Gold. Or should l be correct
and say Monza Red, Mercury Silver, and Satellite Silver? Off into the Adelaide hills
for a great drive, the boys being boys pushing each other every bit of the way! A
few flat spots on the tyres as we came to a screeching halt a couple of times:
mighty good fun!
The Adelaide car museum was our destination. Great Ozzie museum of cars,
trucks, motor bikes of all sorts and to our great surprise the Cappuccino got a
mention in one of the exhibits.
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I asked the museum owner if they would mind if we could take some photos of the
cars up on the forecourt of the museum, They weren't up there long before lots of
curious on-lookers started going over them thinking they were an official exhibit.
The owners of the Museum were quite interested in what kind of cars they were,
where they came from, etc.
Lunch, more photos, more twisty, curvy driving and night was upon us. The motor
show was next up, of course nothing measured up to the three little MAGIC CAPPAS that were out in the car park. Sunday was spent driving home, the Cappa was
just fantastic all the way, 46mpg can't ask for more. I can only imagine what fun it
is when you have loads of them all in one place, as we had such a blast with just
THREE.
Since then my father has been bitten with the Cappuccino bug, so it was off to
Adelaide on a plane one way to drive home another red Cappa for him to add to
his collection of soft top cars which include:- 75 Alfa Spyder 2000, Mazda MX 5,
Fiat X 19 and a 68 Honda S800. Full marks to all those cars but the Cappuccinos
are his favourites.
Special thanks to Thomas Waterhouse who was our official photographer!
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6th SCORE National Rally
One Perspective By Tracy Hickman and Stewart Genery

Bexhill on Sea

Jo Atkin on the beach

The theme of this year’s SCORE National Rally was a Coast and Country run
through Sussex and Kent.

We began on Saturday morning, meeting on the seafront in the birth of British
motor racing, Bexhill on Sea. The meeting point provided a good opportunity for an
early photo shoot as we waited for all to appear - even the local press was there!

The weather was very kind, and so most of us set off on the first convoy run of the
day topless - that got the locals looking! We followed a route hugging the coast,
through the Cinque Port towns of Hastings, Winchelsea and Rye. In the latter,
most of us took a tour through the historic town centre (although one little group
decided to rebel and take a short cut !)
After regrouping, we headed off to the seaside dunes of Camber Sands for a picnic
lunch (including free sand!) and a play on the beach, with a sand castle competition. Unfortunately, a brisk Siberian wind meant that most people took shelter in
the dunes (well that's what they said when they went off anyway!!)

Sandy Cappuccino

Sandy Alex
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En route

Bodiam Castle

Forming the “6”

Suitable refreshed, and sandcastles built to repel any invading foes, the convoy set
off once more through the Romney Marshes. Driving through the picturesque village of Tenterden to reach the next point of call, a REAL castle - Bodiam.
With many thanks to the National Trust, we were able to have our own field as a
car park (they must have heard how bad some of the driving was) to form the
number '6' with the stunning backdrop of a medieval castle, and a second world
war pill box to stand on in order to take photos ! Even better, the Kent and East
Sussex Railway laid on some steam trains and another suitable backdrop for the
photos !

Most of us climbed the tower with the scarily thin spiral staircase, or looked at the
rather disconcertingly large fish (well they have 'lost' some tourists there in the
past!) in the moat.

After a couple of hours there, we set off in glorious sunshine in our last convoy of
the day through the fantastic scenery of the Sussex Weald (thanking Connex SE for
a timely train crossing allowing the convoy to regroup). A few members left us for
the day on the way (or perhaps that was just poor navigating !)

Halland Forge was the destination of this drive, where people checked into their
rooms to refresh for a quick 'wash and brush up' (and that was just their Cappos),
before meeting up in the Black Lion pub just a walk away. SCORE kindly paid for
the first round of drinks to get everyone going (that'll be why I was given a pint of
prune juice then, Stewart says laughing) then we all sat down to dinner followed
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Saturday night out

by a quiz, in a pub, which I guess means it was a pub quiz - with some rather
obscure questions ! Well done to Ivo, Steve and Brendan who were the winners.

Next morning, the survivors rallied again at the Halland Forge hotel to set off on a
puzzle tour. The first stop was manned by the world's only (and now sadly
demised) Volvo 'Cappuccino' and Stewart, with the first of 5 additional questions
that were required for the event. By the time the first of the participants reached
Tracy at the last checkpoint, most had answered the bulk of their questions
although there were tales of strange Cappos travelling in the wrong direction! This
turned out to be a) a non SCORE member unaware of the event, b) one of the
members making sure they got the right answer by turning around and driving
back to check - now THAT'S dedication to a quiz !

The puzzle tour finished in the showroom of CMW (Suzuki Dealer in Ansty) and
thanks to its owner - Richard Ferris - we had a buffet lunch in the pub next door.
The winning team was Katy and Mark Dobson, although there was some question
of false accounting by the marking team, which led to some embarrassment, and
nearly led to a tie break but for the honesty of competing Cappo drivers. The team
who picked up the wooden spoon - achieving the least number of points - was
Sally and Peter Keyes.

The weather was at this time looking a little grey, with the potential for rain.
However, with some amateur meteorology, we took the risk of going topless again
for a final run to the sun. Together we drove through the rolling countryside
towards the South Downs and the sea, over hill, and past field, through Lewes and
the port of Newhaven. Our destination was the privately operated Filching Manor
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House and Motor Museum (and go-kart track!).

Katy, Alex & Mark

Alex, Peter and Sally

A golden opportunity arose (well the sun was out by now) for another photo
opportunity of the cappos; in front of the manor house (exposed beams and all !)
After an extensive and personally guided tour of the Manor House and motor
museums, the Lord Foulkes-Halbard (owner of the Manor) took us to the go-kart
track just in time to see a previous group's go cart wheel fall off !

10 of our more intrepid members braved the boiler suits, gloves and helmets (some
even wearing sandals) to race their hearts out around a bendy undulating course
with the eventual winner being Marcel (although to be fair, no one really stood a
chance against 'The Flying Dutchman'!). After the prize-giving, all the Cappos took
to the track for a very sedate circuit regardless of Tracy repeatedly saying GO ON,
PUT YOUR FOOT DOWN !
We finished the weekend with one final photoshoot in a racing grid style around
the track before saying our farewells and setting off into the sunset on journeys
near and far.

From Holland To Halland
Another Perspective By Ivo Kroone

Club meetings have been among the best features of SCORE. As a journalist, I had
been invited to these events even before becoming a Cappuccino owner myself.
When I actually bought my own Cappuccino, I immediately registered with both
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At Filching Manor

Tracy & Stewart on the track

the Dutch and the International clubs. Although the rally on the isle of Jersey was
my first international meeting, the 6th National SCORE rally was my first "big"
meeting. No less than 22 cars showed up for a weekend of driving adventure and
the lot of fun Cappuccino style.

Some two years ago already, I imported my Cappuccino to Holland from England,
across the North Sea, during a wind-force 8 gale. This having been less than a
pleasant experience, this time around I wanted to try the Eurotunnel. How to
reach the tunnel from the French highway is very clearly marked and it even has its
own exit to prevent drivers from getting lost. Checking in was easy (even possible
with a right-hand drive car), and followed by a very comfortable "crossing". The
Cappuccino seats allow perfect enjoyment of music favorites and picnic lunch. In
other words, travellers stay in their car while the train crosses the tunnel.

Thirty-five minutes later I arrived in England where organizer Tracy Hickman was
waiting for me in her red Cappuccino. Tracy is a delicate lady with an unmistakably
English appearance. Her polite and well-mannered appearance does not compare to
her driving habits. At high speed, she led me to the motor way where we almost
exceeded the speed limit before merging. Shortly we were rounding sharp corners
in little villages at breakneck speeds (she knows what follows each blind corner,
and I follow her blindly). In the corner of my eye, I see cottages, schools and pubs
going by but I can only read half the names. Tracy has invented a whole new
form of tourism: High speed tourism. Thanks Tracy! I could not have imagined a
healthier introduction to England!
On the first day of the event, 22 Cappuccinos assembled on the sunny boulevard
of Bexhill forming a convoy to drive along the English coast. This time much of it
looked familiar, except that I could now actually read the signs. When not looking
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at the scenery, I could enjoy the sight of a line of Cappuccinos in front of me and
another parade of Cappuccinos in my rear view mirror. Beautiful!

At a windy beach, dry loose sand in the air, a parking lot had been reserved for us.
On a dune, we had a picnic consisting of bread with sand, milk with sand and of
course some fruit with sand. Feeling daringly optimistic, the organization decides
not to have the planned sand castle contest on the beach but on this same dune.
Still, many castles in the shape of well-known little cars appeared in the sand. I
created a saucer with an upside-down cup of coffee, resembling a Castle
Cappuccino. This, however, was more Concept Art than an actual sculpture
because of the loose sand. Next on the agenda was a visit to a real castle. Again,
the organization had arranged for special parking, so we could park our cars right
in front of the castle. His highness president Alex Clouter of SCORE directed us to
park the cars in a big figure 6. Our eagerness to please resulted in a huge figure
that could only be photographed properly from the highest tower of the castle. The
day ended with dinner and a quiz in an English pub. It should not go unnoticed
that the team of your truly won this "pub quiz" with a landslide victory!
On the second day, weather was favourable again as the cars were set off for a
treasure hunt from the village of Halland with a 5-minute departure interval. I
teamed up with Brendan Molony, the owner of a unique champagne-coloured
Cappuccino. The cooperation would prove to be a successful one, despite the level
of difficulty of the assignments. Thorough knowledge of the English culture and
language was required. My contribution was a Cappuccino with a Dutch license
plate which allowed us to drive hideously slow without traffic getting angry.
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Cappo’s and Go-Karts!

One should give a couple of obviously lost tourists all the time and road space
they need! Eventually we managed to answer all questions but one, enough for a
good score but not enough for victory. During lunch across the local Suzuki-dealership, dark clouds appeared but kindly vanished as soon as we set off for the
Filching Manor. Filching Manor is both a car museum and a kart track. This museum is, to state it mildly, percurious. Only under guidance of owner Lord Paul
Foulkes-Halbard are people allowed to enter. The museum hardly has any signs or
even lighting or walkways. Visitors have to ask the owner and carefully find their
way through the cars. This, however, means every car has its own story which is
always very well told by Lord Paul.
After seeing all these unique sports cars, it was time to take the steering wheel on
the go-kart track. The other Dutch person present, Marcel Spoelstra, soon nicknamed "The Flying Dutchman" by the spectators, took over the field like a hare in a
turtle race. Marcel convincingly wins the race and receives his trophy from Lord
Foulkes-Halbard himself. As the event ended, everybody could look back on a
weekend full of fun, new friends and beautiful memories.

Alex took me for an evening meal in a delightful Mandarin restaurantt in his home
village of Forest Row and very nice too. He drove me back to my hotel and the
next day, I journeyed back to Holland. The entire drive from Halland to Dover was
full of rain, drizzle and of course the famous English cats and dogs. And so my
short vacation to England was really complete!
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Turning Japanese in Holland
By Marcel Spoelstra

Views of Madurodam

Japanese cars are getting more and more popular in Holland these days so there
was every good reason to organise a festival for Japanese car enthusiasts. For the
fifth year running this event was organised, this time held on the small race circuit
of Lelystad.
Originally I had planned for this event to be a local event for Dutch and Belgian
SCORE members. The event is little different from the English JAE. Here it is possible to participate in an active programme like slalom, sprint and car contest.

After my first announcement of this on the SCORE website three members from
the 'other'side of the Channel showed their interest. For the Brits I decided to
extend the event with a visit to a tourist park on the Saturday: a unique miniature
city “Madurodam” in The Hague. This park shows the highlights of Holland to a
scale of 1:24 size.
Saturday 30-8-2002

The first meeting point was at the Dutch Belgium border. When I arrived two
English SCORE Cappuccinos (Clive & Yvonne and Mark & Katie) were already waiting. After lunch Ivo arrived. Naturally a photo session was part of the gathering.
In a small convoy we drove to the Hague with Ivo ahead. Unfortunately we landed
in a traffic jam. This delayed us to pick up any possible English visitors who could
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At the Festival

come by ferry. No one turned up in Hook of Holland so we finally headed off to
Madurodam. Ivo was again leading as a guide because he lives in this area. But for
an unclear reason he lost the group! And the funny thing was that he turned up at
the parking place of Madurodam as the last Cappo! Even the English Cappuccinos
arrived earlier, trusting on modern tools like GPS.

When we entered Madurodam another Dutch silver Cappo of Jan Willem de Bruijn
was already waiting for us. Madurodam is a beautiful and colourful city and is
always on the top of the list of tourists. Sad thing is that Madurodam is actually a
memorial. It was founded by the Jewish family Maduro to remember their son who
died in World War 2 in a concentration camp. At the end of the day we went to a
road restaurant which is located above the motorway from The Hague and
Amsterdam.
Sunday 31-8-2002

I arranged a hotel outside Amsterdam close to the starting point of a exhibition
tour through Flevoland. Flevoland is one of the largest 'polders' (artificial new made
land).
Four Cappuccinos and one Cara (mine of course!) started from the yacht club of
Muiderzand. The tour lasted one hour and showed the architectural highlights of
Holland and also the lovely nature area. When we arrived near the circuit a kilo67

metre line of Japanese cars were already waiting to enter the circuit! Lucky I knew
a hidden entrance which I saw when I flew over once by ‘plane when having flying
lessons.

The organisation had a arranged a nice place for the Cappuccinos near the
entrance. The Cappos were well displayed together with the Cara. Because of the
large number of visitors it was unfortunately not possible to drive our cars from
the entrance to the end where the pitlane was to participate in the active programme. But no one cared because most members spent most of their time talking
to the many vistors about their rare car.
At the festival we saw several nostalgic rare cars such as a Toyota 2000GT and a
Nissan Figaro. We were surprised that another (non SCORE)Cappo turned up. To
promote SCORE I invited all Cappos to come. One owner accepted the invitation.
In total we had 6 Cappos and one Cara.

At the end of the very sunny day we left to visit the Batavia tall-ship and outlet
city. The outlet city of Batavia turned out not to be cheap so we spent our time
visiting the replica of the tall ship Batavia. The original ship is famous because it
was shipwrecked on the west coast of Australia. Most survivors died not from
starvation but because of a mutiny. Only a few survived after a brave and comparable "Shackleton" trip. During the last Olympics this replica sailed to Sydney to
celebrate the discovery of Australia and to remember the notorious Batavia trip.
Like always we finished the day in a local restaurant and exchanged our
Cappuccino stories and experiences.
Hope to see you all back next year in Holland, at another event I am organising!
See the events section in the magazine and on-line for more information.
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Yvonne in clogs!

Marcel and finger!

Happy Holidays from SCORE Germany
By Ronald Schneider and George Boeshenz

A really good Cappo touring holiday in Switzerland was enjoyed by Ronald and
Alex Schneider after attending a SCORE Germany Black Forest event in early
September.

“A relaxing time especially,” says Ronni, “as I have a very busy job working in an IT
company. After the high spirited driving in the Black Forest, we just wanted to take
it nice and easy. The weather was good and we took in some superb views.”

George Boeshenz took a holiday into North Italy, driving all the way in his
Cappuccino from Munich, where he lives.

“I’ve had my nice red Cappuccino for just over two years and it is just made for
driving small and windy roads. My holiday was fantastic and both of us - me and
my car - took great pleasure in the superb drive through and over the mountains.”
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Turning Lemon Yellow!
By Stephanie and Gary Goodare, New Zealand

First off, we did not know this type of car existed. This next part is a very shortened version just to fill you in on the picture of how we came about owning a
Suzuki Cappuccino.

Gary had a dream to build a 6-wheel beach buggy, much along the lines of an
Argo. He sent away for plans, but wasn't very impressed with them when he finally got them, so after much deliberation, decided he would build his own…. but it
wouldn't be a six wheeler, it would be an eight wheeler. One of the problems he
came up against, was the type of motor to put into this buggy. The type of motors
suggested, i.e. a 1000cc-motorbike engine did not have a reverse gear and he
wanted a reverse gear, so he went looking at local car wreckers to see what was
available. There he found a good 660cc Suzuki engine, and decided this was what
he wanted. The buggy got built to the stage where it is now ready to be dismantled, have the body painted and the fibreglass body made…

Upon some investigation on the net, Gary discovered the types of cars these
Suzuki 660cc motors went into. He discovered the Suzuki Cappuccino and he was
fascinated. He wanted one! We went to three car dealerships in our hometown
and asked them to source this car for us. We wanted to know, are they available, if
so, can you get one, and how much would one cost. To date, not one of these car
dealerships has got back to us.
A couple of months went by. Then one day, one of Gary's workmates told him
there was one of "those cars" in the latest Car Trader Magazine. Gary immediately
went out and bought the magazine, rang the owner and arranged to meet them
the next day, which entailed a 3.5hr drive to view and test-drive the car. Once he
saw it, he knew there was no way he would be able to come home without that
car. It was painted a bright lemon metallic yellow, black seating, and was very eye
catching indeed, and he knew I would kill him if he didn't come home with it!

Within two weeks, we took our Cappa for it's first long test drive. We live in the
Bay of Plenty in New Zealand, and we drove it up north, past Auckland, to a small
settlement called Ruakaka, to a friends place for the weekend.
WOW!!!!! Is all we could say! It was fabulous. Having the roof off, and the sun
shining on our heads was something we had never experienced before. We loved
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it, far exceeding our expectations on how it would handle. Believe me, Gary drove
fairly hard all the way there, and all the way back. On one occasion we had a V8
Ford following us quite closely. Thinking to myself, being in his position, "oh my
God, am I going to have get past this guy" a passing lane/bay notice came up. We
decided this guy wasn't going to pass us; down to 3rd gear, pulling 120km/hr, with
the V8 following behind, the road was quite windy and tight. We pulled away
slightly from the Ford and got past the traffic and pulled over to the left again to
allow the Ford to overtake. He declined the offer with nearly half a mile of clear
highway to go. At the next passing lane this guy shot past me, with a big smile on
his and his gal's face, a little wave, and they were gone. Didn't bother me, I had
proved my point that this is no ordinary little car. We had a couple of other interesting incidents with some other high-powered cars on the road - no doubt raising
a few more eyebrows.

Oh lucky me (the wife) actually got to get behind the wheel and took her friend for
a spin around the roads of Ruakaka in Northland. We were so lucky there were no
cops about! My friend wanted to keep the Cappa and send me packing…..I had
news for her. The Gods must have been smiling on us for this weekend away as
the sun was still shining and we had a fantastic trip home. That return trip yielded
in the vicinity of approximately 48 miles to the gallon. I've also discovered it's fun
driving down the main street in town, it turns heads, it feels nice, and best of all,
the young bucks LOOK! Oh wow! See the back cover for a photo of us & our car!

REDDITCH SHOTBLASTING
Today many car enthusiasts are still scraping and scratching away at
their pride and joy using emery cloth, wire brushes - any implement
that might scratch off that rust area or piece of paint that’s been
there ages. Yet it still lurks: rust, paint, corrosion, rot!
Blast cleaning has been around for a long time and now a multitude of
abrasive medias can strip that paint off your precious bonnet, wing,
chassis or any other item with paint or rust on.
Redditch Shotblasting has been working in this important area for over
26 years, with the experience and expertise to ensure those precious
Cappuccino bits - from body panels to alloy wheels - are returned rust,
paint, corrosion free.

Call 01527 529659 or visit www.redditchshotblasting.co.uk
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A dream comes true
By Steve Wyles, Sussex, England

Well seeing as I have just lost what I have sat here and wrote, I will now have to
start again, I hit the delete button instead of Enter!

My name is Steve Wyles. I first came across the Suzuki Cappuccino at work. I work
at Brighton Marina, in the boatyard, which is the UK biggest man made Marina. I
see all types of cars, but I am not a car fan so I never took much notice, seen one,
seen them all - until this small red car turned up around 6 years ago. It was being
driven by a lady, the lads I worked with said it was her, not the car I liked, but up
till then I would not give these top model cars the time of day.
I was in Love, with this small total different car. I loved it even more once the top
was removed (the car) and yes I did take some stick over liking the car, a small
sexy car at that.
Then one day the owner said she had split up with her chap, and the car was
being sold, yes, I did ask how much, £6500 way over what I could afford. I was
heart broken. Since then I have only ever seen one Cappuccino?

I got married 5 years ago now, and Sam my wife is the love of my life. We had a
few friends around three weeks back, while in the garden drinking wine, we started
talking about what cars we would like, given the chance. Sam said, Steve goes on
about a small car called a Cappuccino, out of 6 people no one knew what one
looked like, so I found your site on the net, and printed a photo off.
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Sam said I can see what you mean, it's so sexy, I said wait till you see one for real.
Well the next day on my way home from work, I saw a red Cappuccino on our
local garage forecourt, by the time I had picked up Sam from work and returned to
the garage it had gone! Sam said I was pulling her leg.

That night we got a text message from our friends from the garden night, saying
there was one in the paper, it had an e-mail address, so I sent a message asking for
more information.
Sam said I was mad as we can not afford to buy a car like this, that was when I
had to tell her I had been saving for one, that I had £3500 pounds she did not
know we had. After the dust has settled, we were on our way to see a car for real,
I drove for a good hour, until we saw her sitting out side the house with the roof
off. The car was dirty inside and out, had a small dent in the door. I asked if he
would mind the R.A.C doing a report on it, the chap said no. He then took us out
for a spin, Sam loved it but her hair was blown all over the place, I found that
rather funny.
We waited for the report to come in, at £168 we would soon know if the car was
ok. It was and we brought the car one week later after, having a chat with my
Mother in-law, (I love my Mother-in-law) as we did not quite have enough, we
ended up with about £2 pounds in the bank.

I have since spent around 8 hours cleaning the car inside and out, it has layer after
layer of good wax on her, even the local kids have said what a lovely looking car it
is. People stop and have asked if I would sell her, (the car) not Sam. No chance I
have waited too long to sell her now.

I said to Sam, you know you're going to turn heads driving this, to which she
replied, well that's life. Sam drives it to work each day, as there is no way I would
want to put this sexy car anywhere near the salt air where I work.
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Greetings from overseas!
By Phiroze Panthaki, India

Hello to everyone in SCORE from the heart of India!

I have been a club member for three years and I do like all the stories and other
useful information from the magazine and on the website.

I own a Satellite Silver Cappuccino, serial number 11R 00111495. It is my only car
and I believe the only one in India. I have owned it for three years.

Although you see the hardtop on, it is very rare for me to drive with it on because
of the hot sunny weather. My dog - in the picture - also enjoys being my passenger!

I may be alone here in India but I do feel that I am part of a big global family when
I see so many members in other countries. A happy and peaceful 2003 to you all!
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How I got my Cappuccino
By Taisuke Nakata, Japan

Hi, my name is Taisuke Nakata, a Cappuccino owner and enthusiast living in Japan.
In May 2002, I joined SCORE when I stayed in London for my business trip. I am
very happy to be able to be a member of SCORE and surprised at the activities of
Cappuccino owners out of Japan.
I am a member of Cappuccino ML, the biggest owners club in Japan - about 1500
members are in it, so I think SCORE is the silver medalled club in the size but the
level of GB activity for its members is I have to say a lot busier.

For me, the life with Cappuccino is really nice. The first fascination by Cappuccino
on me was in 1991, just after it was released. At that time, I was a student of university, of course no money to buy. But the first impression of Cappuccino was so
great that I decided to get it some day.
About a year later my run around car was broken. So I planned to get new one, of
course Cappuccino was in my list but too expensive to get even second hand. I
thought "Honda Beat"? But it was not acceptable, mainly the reason of the design.
After all, I got a 4-door sedan type, 1600cc, DOHC FF, named Gemini by Isuzu
Motors. It was a good car, about 4 years old and 100,000km we were ran with.

1995 was a very event-rich year for me, I graduated from University, got a job and
married. For Cappuccino, this year was special, too. The first, but last minor
change was done by Suzuki. The topic of this minor change was new engine, called
K6A, the same size but the torque was more powerful compare to F6A. But it was
just before my marriage, so my Cappuccino purchase had to be delayed.

In 1996, I got Cappuccino in new condition. Because my wife finally forgave me. I
had a problem choosing the colour. Over a thousand discussions with myself, I
selected dark green, the image of the British sports car! The garage owner told me
that about 3 weeks will be needed to prepare it. On a fine day my Cappuccino
arrived at Suzuki garage and I collected it. My first impression of Cappuccino for
me, it was too small. As you know the roads in Japan are mostly very narrow, and
it is very suitable for small cars like Cappuccino. And the drive feeling of my nice
Cappuccino was excellent!
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In these days, our first car was Gemini, 1600cc DOHC 140Hp - yet my Cappuccino
was more powerful than Gemini, I felt. And being open top car, it was first time for
me! That is my story of how I got Cappuccino. And now Cappuccino is still in my
life even as our first car has been changed twice. My daughter always stays in the
navi-seat - she was born about 7 months after I got Cappuccino and she is my one
and only, powerful supporter for my Cappuccino.

Just Married!
By Katsuaki Ohtsudani, Japan

I have two loves of my life now that I got married in early November: my dear wife
who is caled Yumi and of course my nice black Cappuccino.
I will send photos to you for putting in magazine. Two Cappuccinos were there as
witnesses to my very happy day! People were there also!
I live in Nishihara village in the prefecture of Kumamoto.

I enjoy my SCORE membership - I have been member since July 2000 and it is
good to read interesting information from other members.

Thank you Alex for keeping in contact with me - I feel we are good friends even
though our countries are very far from each other.
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The Story So Far...
by William McDougall, Australia

I discovered the Cappuccino while working in Adelaide in 1998.

I live in Sydney, and I had a motorbike (a Honda CBR1000) to get around town.
Towards the end of a 6-month project in Adelaide, I decided to sell the bike and
get a small car instead. What could I get that would be as fun as the bike, small
and cheap to run, that we could use in town?

One day I saw a little sports car called a Cappuccino. This was what I'd been looking for! It brought back fond memories of my second car, a 1970 MG Midget I had
in London twenty years before. I made enquiries in Adelaide and Sydney.

The Suzuki Cappucino is a small two-seater convertible with a 657cc turbocharged
three-cylinder engine. They were made in Japan from 1992 to 1997. Some were
exported new to the UK, where they have achieved cult status. They were never
exported to Australia by Suzuki, but a number of low-volume specialist importers
bring them in secondhand. We estimate that there are 40-50 of them in the country.
I discovered an Adelaide dealer that was selling secondhand imported
Cappuccinos. I went to see them and found the one for me! I bought it and drove
it around Adelaide for a couple of weeks (what fun!) before putting it on a car
transporter to Sydney. I followed a few weeks later, on the bike...

My Cappuccino is a 1992 model, silver, with ABS and an airbag. When I bought it
it had BBS multi-spoke wheels, which I later discovered were an original option.
After a year or so I decided it was time to spend some more money on the car. The
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first thing was a new set of wheels (easier to clean than the BBS's!) and tyres, followed by a stainles steel sports exhaust system.

At about this time I met up with some owners in Sydney who have formed a local
'chapter' of the UK-based SCORE. It was good to meet other Cappuccino addicts,
and I'm looking forward to some fun with them in the future. We're organising regular get-togethers and track days to share our love for the little car.
Driving the Cap every day to work is an immense pleasure. I have noticed that it
invariably makes people smile, which is not a bad thing, is it?

My boyfriend is always right!
By Evelyn Marz, Germany

My previous car had already seen plenty of summers, and it was better to sell it
before the first big reparations became necessary. Nevertheless I felt deep regret
when I gave the keys of my beloved Volkswagen Golf Cabrio to the new owner.

But what kind of car should I buy now? I have always loved sports cars, and therefore it was out of question for me to buy a "normal" car. I remember the day very
well when my boyfriend came home and told me "Today, I saw YOUR car!" - "What
do you mean by MY car?!?" I asked him. "Well, I think I know you and your preferences very well, and I am sure you will like that car." - "What kind of car was it?" "Mhhh, it was a Suzuki, but I don't know the type." - "You are kidding! You are a car
mechanic and an absolute car enthusiast, and you wanna make me believe that
there is a car that you don't know?!?" - "Well, it looks like the little brother of the
Mazda MX5, but I swear I have never seen it before."

This was the beginning of our big tour from one car dealer to the next one. There
were only few you had already heard about or seen the car that my boyfriend
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described to them, but step by step we were getting some information about that
little car with the pretty name "Cappuccino".
And finally I saw the first picture of it. And again, my boyfriend was right: I liked
it! I didn't see any possibility to find a Cappuccino in Germany, so I began to contact about fifty Suzuki dealers in UK until I found one. At that time, I lived in
France, and I had already gathered all necessary information about taxes, importing, transport, etc. when my boyfriend found an advert in a
German car magazine of a Cappuccino for sale. One phone call, a 300 km drive to
the owner, one test-drive - and the car was mine!
On 19 March 2002, my little sweetheart and me celebrated our 5th anniversary,
and I hope that there will be many others! As for the boyfriend, well, we are still
together and he’s always right... well some of the time!
By the way, the photo shows the pair of us at The Black Forest Run organised by
Ronald Beck and Elke Kopp in September this year. As you can see, he is 1.92
metres in height but he still likes the car and of course me!

Cappuccino KOP
By Martin Jones, Yorkshire, England

I have always been one for swapping my cars on a regular basis and this has
caused lots of heated discussion with my wife, Linda. I more often than not, got
my way, managing to convince her that it would be for the best.

With almost twenty-eight years as a Police Officer and our grown up sons flying
the nest within weeks of each other, the double garage was crying out to be fully
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inhabited. The Vitara looked lonely since my youngest son’s Suzuki Swift flew the
nest with him.
A tax-exempt classic seemed the best bet. I could polish and care for it when I
retire in two years time. It would give me something to do, cost very little and
appreciate in value. I was convinced but would it convince ‘her indoors’.

To my amazement it worked and before I knew it we were travelling the region trying everything we could think of from a Spitfire to a Stag. Nothing suited us. We
had an expert on hand. The words of the wise, TR Trev, "You will know the Car for
you when you see it."

An article appeared in The Sun by Ken Gibson about the "Cappuccino" and how it
was the classic car of the Nineties. No, not a nineties classic. My wife read it and
remembered seeing a locum Doctor arrive at the surgery (where she worked) in a
little red sports car a few years earlier and she had spoke then how lovely the car
was (highly unusual). We had also had a sit in one that had been for sale a few
months earlier at the Suzuki garage when we had taken the Vitara in for some
minor repair. It was totally impractical. We have two grown up sons, a grand
daughter, a pet dog and two Police Dogs to consider. But the lads had left. It would
be a hobby, a second car, a bit of fun.

The Autotrader revealed eighteen Cappuccino's for sale, nation wide. The first one
and the nearest was a pile of junk with pitted alloys, a bonnet covered in stone
chips, a dent in the drivers door, rusty door pillars, an engine bay that had more oil
outside the engine than in and it had a speedo in kilometres. An import has to be
worth less than one produced for the UK market. The test drive sold us. We
looked at each other with a broad smile on both our faces as we zoomed along the
country lanes. It was better than anything else we had seen and in the words of
Ken Gibson, "A nineties classic." We had to have one but not this one.
A check through my recently acquired classics car mags produced an owners club,
SCORE, with a phone number for Alex Clouter. I phoned and asked what I should
look for.
The second Cappuccino we looked at some 85 miles away was at a dealers in
Southport. £100 cheaper than the first pile of junk. It had 12months MOT, a 3month warranty and looked a picture. I nearly forgot what Alex had said about
looking underneath and the other various rust places but after handing over the
wad of cash, I jumped in and drove the unforgettable 85 miles home.
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"You can't go on the Motorway in that," were the words still ringing in my ears two
hours and only forty miles later.
As we stopped in the middle of Burnley and broke into a domestic dispute because
I am unable to map read with my sunglasses on and drive a newly acquired sports
car at the same time, I said, "I am going on the Motorway. Follow me or find your
own way." The Cappuccino showed what she was made of as we hit the motorway
20 minutes later and home within the hour. I felt sure she wasn't restricted to
83mph as I had read.
"PEGGY" as she is now known, (Peggy Suzuki) is already giving us lots of pleasure.
We are out every time the sun shines. I have waxoyled her underneath and bought
her a car cover for inside the garage. She has lots of admiring glances, even if most
of them are from me.
I have a personalised numberplate on my Vitara, which will, in the fullness of time
be transferred to Peggy. K9 KOP will look better on her and as I want to keep both
plate and Cappuccino, I will save £80 every time I have the whim to change my
car.
As SCORE Rep, I recently organised a Yorkshire SCORE meeting; look out for a
report in the next magazine!

Cappy brings on the smiles
By Caron Bunn, Bedfordshire, England

Having got to the stage that I could no longer fit comfortably, or I felt safely,
behind the steering wheel of my MX5 due to being pregnant, the sale of the Mazda
had to happen and something more practical acquired. Pushchairs and all the other
paraphernalia new mothers need to carry around do not fit easily into small sports
cars.

I lasted 3 years with a practical car but that undeniable yearning for something a
little more fun began to dominate conversations with my husband until he could
bear it no more! Finances were checked, a decision made; the time had come to
stop me grumbling about my boring car and introduce our daughter to open top
driving and map reading with a view to future rallying. Car magazines were bought,
SCORE membership attained and the Internet scanned.
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2 months later the car was bought, my moaning stopped and map-reading lessons
for a 3 year old were begun.

Now I needed dry weather and preferably sunshine to really enjoy her. A few days
later I set off for work at 0730 with jacket, hat and gloves and smiled for the entire
50-minute journey there, and later home again. The route is mostly along country
lanes, ideal for a Cappuccino.
A warm sunny afternoon was chosen for my daughter's introduction. The car had
now been under sealed and polished until gleaming, inside was the booster seat,
with daughter wearing cap, jacket, sunglasses plus map on lap. Success! Daughter
loved it, as long as her hair was kept out of her eyes. Map reading not quite such a
success but she tried!
Since then we have all had a great deal of fun in her, a car that can make you smile
whenever you see it has to be a worthwhile buy.

Mid Life Crisis
By Chris Maguire, West Midlands, England
(Or I want one and I want it NOW!

I'm a new member to SCORE & together with my new (well it is to me ) Red
Cappuccino, which is a very nice ,55000 miles meticulously looked after, 'Full
Suzuki Service History', 1994 car, I at last have a sports car of my own.

Well I've always played second fiddle to my husband's 'toys.' He of the 150 motorcycles since he's been 17; he's now 46 bless him and still not grown up….I don't
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have a hope do I girl's?

Anyway last year he had his first 'lickle' accident on a motorcycle that wrote the
bike off and damaged his marital tackle in a big way. Nothing too serious then!

He replaced his bike and I laid claim to a new car out of his compensation, just for
me, a kids free car, two seats, cheap insurance , cheap tax, good on fuel…….but
all mine, a sports car.

Well his claim for personal injuries should cover it and leave him some change over
to his update his bike ( again)….He wants a Triumph now! So after 22yrs of marriage ( I could have been out by now if I'd murdered him) he agreed ,provided he
chose the car & it had to be RED.
The Royal 'we' wanted an MG, (too expensive), a Mazda MX5 (too common), a
BMW Z3 (too big for the garage). You see it has to compete with two motorcycles
and a JZR ( Morgan replica three wheeler) for that space so it had to be small.

We went out one day and looked at a 'Honda Beat'.Nice car shame about the rag
top. Well in security issues, a hard top v soft top, the Cappuccino had it 'Beat' and
with all the techno spec 'He' was mega impressed with the Cappo. So looked at
one; purchased one and at the right price too (according to 'he that should be listened to').
I had always liked the look of the 'Frog Eyed Sprite' and my husband agreed that
with the Cappuccino you had all of the appeal of the classic, with the speed and
stopping power of a modern car. My only problem now is we fight over who will
have the Cappuccino to go to work in.

So there we are. I love that little red beast & the car's nice too even though I grow
horns when I drive it. Not sure how much longer my licence will remain "virginal"
and points- free!
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Honey I shrank the TVR
By Steve Lewis, Wales

My obsession with the Cappuccino began in March 2002. Previously I was after a
TVR Chimera and had £10,000 burning a hole in my pocket to buy one with. I
knew that finding a 'clean' one at that price was going to take some work so I
scoured the adds, both online and off everyday. I was optimistic on going to see
the first but came away very depressed - the second was no better.

More advert searching… and then I stumbled across a web site dedicated to someone's Cappuccino. My first thought was that if you took the Chimera and shrunk
it the result would look something like a Cappuccino.
2001 turned into 2002 and by March I was still no nearer to my TVR. Due to
building work on my house, the initial money that I had set aside to buy myself a
sportscar had reduced by 50%. I was about to give up on my dream of getting one
for summer 2002 when I remembered the Cappuccino site that I had come across.
So my search for a 400bhp/4000cc monster had turned into a search for a
64bhp/667cc cutie - my friends were in stitches - but I'd done the research - 0 to
60 in 8 secs & as rare as rocking horse $*!* - I knew I'd have the last laugh.

Shortly after making the decision to buy a Cappuccino I came across an advert for
a nice little red number in the London area at a very reasonable price. The only
problem as that the owner (ex SCORE member - Andy Wadsworth) would not be
in a position to part with it until mid June! I made arrangements to contact him
again toward the end of May. Time ticked on, I'd seen several others advertised
but at a fair bit more than the London car.

At the beginning of May a red Cappuccino (I 'd decided by now that it had to be
red) came up for sale 2 miles away from me - at £1500 more than the London car
which I still hadn't seen. I contacted Andy in London and arranged to go and view
the car the next weekend and to leave a deposit if I liked it. On the Wednesday I
went to see the one down the road and very nice it was - if I hadn't come across
the advert for the one in London I would have bought it there and then for the
asking price but £1500 is a lot of money so I went away praying that if the London
car turned out to be a lemon the Swansea one would still be available on the
Sunday.
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Saturday came, I jumped in the Limo (actually a Rover 800 Coupe) and headed up
the M4. Thanks to Andy's directions I found the road without any trouble and
there, parked at the top, was a gleaming red Cappuccino. We went out for a very
long test drive with the roof both on and off. Back at Andy's I studied the service
history (full Suzuki) had a cup of coffee and left the deposit - deal nearly done now I was praying that he didn't prang it before the deal was finalised the following month!

A couple of weeks later I saw the posting on the SCORE web site for the 6th
National Rally - panic - would I have the car by then?! I had not yet joined SCORE
(well, as yet I didn't actually own a Cappuccino) but Alex had set a cut off date to
book for the rally. Cheque book out and sent in the membership application
together with the booking form for the 6th National - now all I had to do was to
get the car! Andy was really good - he still was waiting on Honda to sort out the
delivery of his S2000 but was willing to let the car go so that I could have the
Cappuccino for the rally - thanks Andy!
So on Saturday 15th June, up I went to the big smoke to pick up the Cappuccino.
Money & keys changed hands and then I found myself winging my way back to
Swansea along the A4 - wow! Eventually I had to get on the motorway and was
very surprised just how well it went. I assumed that it being such a small car (and
restricted) it would be a bit of a pain to drive on motorways but no - it held its
own and was not worried by the juggernauts or cross winds. I also found that the
driving position was to my liking and after a 5 hour run (takes some time going to
Wales along the A4) I was nowhere near as stiff as I expected to be.
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My other car is big, very big and I've never felt intimidated by those behind me but
all the way home, both on the A4 and the M4 cars seemed to be getting as close
to my rear end as it was possible to get without opening the boot and stepping in!
I find it still happens now and put it down to the fact that the car is so rare people
get close to see what it is - possibly doesn't help that mine has been debadged!

The first thing I did when back in Swansea was to visit a few friends to show off
my new baby. At one point, while negotiating a series of speed bumps a group of
children ran along next to the car all clamouring for a go and shouting "What is it
mister?" Now I can honestly say that I had never had so much attention paid to
me while driving any other car - this was (is) going to take some getting used to!
Shortly after it was time for the 6th National - I couldn't make daytime Saturday
but managed to catch the end of the evening do, where I was duly teamed up with
Brendan and Ivo for the pub quiz - we won! My Cappuccino spent a comfy night
next to all the others in the hotel car park, I on the other hand had to walk 4 miles
in pitch black darkness to a Youth Hostel I had booked into - the worst thing
about the walk was realising I'd have to do it all over again in the morning!! I won't
go into detail about the Sunday, as I am sure it will be covered elsewhere (check
out the photo album on the website) - suffice it to say that it was a great day and
even the drive back to Wales was fun with very little passing Brendan or myself as
we checked that our speed limiters were working.

Not long after the 6th, James Holland organised a night in Poole to join other owners who were there to proudly display their RED sports car. Alex tried to sneak in
but being a silver was quickly spotted and banished to the car park. James did an
excellent job of organising a fun run and some castle spotting for the Sunday and I
hope that he will consider making this an annual event.So - after two and a half
months of ownership (at time of writing) I can honestly say that the Cappuccino is
probably the best 'fun' buy that I have ever made. That is not to say that I was
happy with everything, I loathed the gearknob - it had to be changed - I'm now on
my fourth and 99% sure I am now happy. I had to get brutal to fit it, taking a
grinder and cutting an inch off the gear selector…..
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A Decaff please!
By Ryan Clarke, Australia

The first time I saw a Cappuccino was in 97 at a car yard called, funnily enough,
"the toy shop". When I saw it I knew that is the car that I wanted. It had sleek
looks while still being very rare. I loved everything about the car: convertible,
small, turbo, sporty. They gave me a brochure, which I can remember falling asleep
while I read it like the 8th time. I researched all I could about the car on the internet, which is how I found SCORE.

I had to wait quite some years to get my Cappuccino due to insurance reasons. I
bought my Cappuccino in 2001, and it was the best thing I have done. I remember
when I got it (Friday) - I did not know how to drive with a manual gear change but
by the Sunday it was all going perfectly. The car and myself are now inseparable.
One week I decided to unplug the air box and see if you could hear the blow off
valve..........you could. I was so excited that I ran straight down to my local tuning
shop BD4's to get an aftermarket airfilter bought and fitted. Once this was done I
was driving around my local streets with a bit of attitude. Eventually that valve
started to leak so it was back to BD4's to get a proper blow-off valve installed. It
was even louder and I loved it even more. Some time not to long ago we went to
the pub for a birthday for a relative. While there my Dad and I decided to put $10
into a poker machine (we never play the things); just before we are about to leave,
could not believe our luck as we pulled out $1650!

Back that week to BD4's to get a boost gauge installed and a bleed valve. Now I
am running 15 psi and the Cappo is much more fun to drive. The only other thing I
have placed on the car is the set of wheels, it really makes my car stand out.
I love the way the car gets attention and even car loving people still ask questions
about it. I also love the way people get really shocked when they hear that the car
is turbo. It is so much fun to own it, and it has become a real passion of mine.
Hope fully one day i will be able to come over and see one of the big cruises you
guys have, looks like a lot of fun.
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A DOG IS FOR CHRISTMAS AND FOR LIFE!

It’s that time of year when I would love to share in the fun and laughter of
Christmas with you.
I am the ideal present for you or your partner, a child close to your heart
someone special, a dear friend or a relation.
I’m no bother at all - just quiet, lovable and always there:
for you or whoever the lucky person is to own me.
I am one puppy from a big litter living with my master, Brendan Molony.
If you live in the UK, my price tag is only £5.
If you live overseas, best to contact my master first for finding out the
postage charge to your country:
+44 1656 650798 or merchandise@score.org.uk
Use the form on page 15 to get me now!
Featuring in Mag 13...

A Honeymoon Driving Trip to Cyprus
Cappuccino vs. Cara back2back
A Wacky Cappy Quiz (we promise this time!)
Cappo Meetings in the North
London Stainless Steel Exhausts Feature
... and much much more!
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The Latest SCORE Magazine
Please keep on sending the SCORE Editor as many different stories and pictures about you and your
Cappuccino - amusing trips, experiences, a special weekend break: anything you feel you would like
to share with the rest of us (in the best possible taste of course!).
No item is too small and certainly no item too big - what you put into SCORE
is really what you get out of it.

Communications and Events

Opinions, advice, tips and comments expressed in the magazine and on the website are those of
individuals only and are not necessarily those of/ agreed or endorsed by SCORE or Suzuki GB PLC.

Whilst every care is taken in the content, comments, advice and guidance offered by SCORE in the
magazine and on the website, no responsibility will be accepted for any loss or injury
deemed to be associated.
Members participating at events organised through SCORE do so at their own risk and are
encouraged to act and drive safely and sensibly at all times through the briefing documents
supplied by the SCORE Organiser. By completing a booking form to participate, the
member agrees to the above condition and therefore not make a claim against SCORE.

Data Protection

Your details, as supplied on the original application form, are held on the SCORE Central Database
and will not be supplied to any third party outside of SCORE. From time to time, your name,
address and home phone will be given to a SCORE Local Representative in order that he/she can
advise on local SCORE events being organised. If you have an objection to this, you need to write
to the SCORE Membership Secretary, contact details of which are in this magazine.

The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

We are a private non-profit organisation voluntarily run by its members for its members.
If you have any doubt about any particular aspect of this magazine,
or any other on/off line communication relating to the Register, please contact
any member of the SCORE Steering Group or if necessary, seek professional advice.
SCORE is recognised officially by Suzuki GB PLC and Suzuki Motor Corporation.

This magazine is © Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

Steph and Gary Goodare from New Zealand

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com
www.score.org.uk

The Latest SCORE Magazine
The SCORE Steering Group is keen that The Latest SCORE Magazine reflects
everything that members want from it. We aim to issue 2/3 magazines during the year
but we do need ongoing articles from members in order that each issue can be
produced economically, with lots of interesting content.

© Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

The Latest SCORE Magazine is designed, written and published through the Register
and is printed by PrintMark, Ashurstwood, West Sussex

